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Abstract  
Twenty seven undergraduate psychology students were 
randomly assigned t o  two treatment groups and one 
no treatment control "group t o  assess t h e  effects 
of Coverant Control Therapy (CCT) under 2 different 
conditions on depression. The research was an analogue 
study. The first treatment graup received CCT i n  
a didactic format, 'while the second t reatment group 
received CCT i n  an  encounter group format. The con t ro l  
group assembled jigsaw puzzles. All subjects were 
administered the Multiple Affective Adjective Check 
List (WL) and the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality 
Inventory *Dm sca l e  f o r  pre-, post-, and followup 
t e s t i ng .  Groups met f o r  4 sessions.  Separate ane- 
way analyses of variance were performed on pre-, 
post-,  and followup scores  on both measures. One 
s igni f icance  was obtained on post-test WLACL scores. 
A Least Squares ~ i f f e r e n c e  post hoc ana lys i s  indicated 
t h a t  CCT i n  conjunction with a w a r m  therapeut ic  r e l a t i on -  
ship was more effective than e i t h e r  CCT delivered without 
the  therapeut ic  r e l a t i onsh ip  o r  a no treatment con t ro l  
group. It was concluded that CCT with  t h e  " re la t ionshipn  
condit ion is e f f e c t i v e  i n  e leva t ing  mood for a college 
population. Addit ional  research was recommended t o  
assess optimal length of treatment, and t o  improve 
genera l i za t ion  of r e s u l t s .  
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CHAPTER I 
Statement of the Problem Situation 
Depression is a prevalent affect condition that 
is experienced by millions of i n d i v i d u a l s  throughou-r; 
the ir  l ives .  There are numerous theore  tical explan- 
ations for depression; and there are even more approaches 
to the treatment of depression. Surprisingly, the 
research indicates tha t  few attempts have been made 
to evaluate which approach is most e f f e c t i v e .  Some 
of the treatment approaches currently used are8 
psychoanalytic, ge%talt, coverant control, systematic 
desensitization, reality therapy, client-centered therapy, 
and rational-emotive therapy. 
Contradictory evidence, by several authors in 
different fields suggests t h a t  a variety of approaches 
have been successful (Classer, 1965; Goldfr ied ,  1976; 
Johnson, 1971: Lazarus, 1968; Martin, 1972; Mennenger, 
1975). In  some cases, authors have claimed implicitly 
that one approach is more successful than another :  f o r  
exampler Jackson (1972), Shapiro (1976), and Stuart 
(1970) indicated that behavioral approaches are best 1 
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whereas Gpldfried (1976 ) suggested that psychoanalytic 
approaches are most ef fec t ive .  However, there  is 
no empirical  evidence available that any one technique 
has been more effective i n  the treatment of depression. 
Although there is no direc t  evidence, a relat ively  
new behavioral approach, CCT has been c i t ed  as extremely 
effective i n  the treatment of depression (Cooke, 19748 
Johnson, 1971; Mahoney, 1971: Rush, Khatami, & Beck, 
1975; Tharp, Watson, & Kaya, 1974; Todd, 1972). It 
is d i f f i c u l t  t o  determine, however, whether the CCT 
procedure is  soley responsible f o r  the behavior change 
o r  whether some other  uncontrolled variables are instead 
responsible f o r  i t s  reported ef fec t iveness .  The 
s tud ies  c i t ed  above were poorly control led case 
s tud ies  a Variables l e f t  uncontrolled included t degree 
of t he r ap i s t  involvement, nature and q u a l i t y  of 
responding, time, -and numerous o the r  variables. 
Eysenck and %e&h (1971) s t a t e  that evidence 
f o r  the efficacy of  behavior therapies  is reduced 
considerably because of poorly controlled s tudies .  
They s t a t e ,  "more goes on i n  behavior therapy 
(reassurance, suggestion, and d i r ec t i ve s )  than is 
contained i n  the programmatic presentat ions  of the 
theory, and these f ea tu r e s  may be the important 
elements i n  the 'cures. * * (Eysenck & Beech, ..19?1, 
p. 6 0 0 ) .  &ddi t iona l ly  they sta te  t h a t ,  LThe pat ien t -  
therapist relationship is t he  wucial a c t i v e  agent-- 
perhaps along peychodynamic l i n e s  ( t ransference  ), o r  
i n  the operant condi t ioning sense as a pos i t ive  
re inforcer .*  (Eysenck & Beech, 1971, p. 600). 1t 
is evident that despite CCT's seeming effectiveness 
i n  the t reatment of depress ion it is d i f f i c u l t  t o  
a t t r i b u t e  success t o  the  procedure alone. The 
CCT case studiea  are simply too confounded with 
uncontrol led v a r i a b l e s  t o  provide conclusive evidence. 
It appears t h a t  the most poorly cont ro l led  variable 
i n  these s t u d i e s  is that of the p a t i e n t - t h e r a p i s t  
r e l a t ionsh ip .  Eysenck and Beech (1971) believe that 
the r e l a t i o n s h i p  a lone could conceivably account for 
c l i e n t  improvement. As reported -by Goldetein and 
Simonson (1971) m y  major studies suppart the p o s i t i v e  
inf luence of the therapeut ic  relationship (Holt & 
Luborsky, 1952 r Hunt, 16wing, LazForge, & Gi lbe r t ,  19598 
Parloff ,  1961; Sapolsky, 1965, Wuax, 1961; Van der 
Veen, 1965). 
Truax and Carkhuf f ( 1965) designed a procedure 
f o r  experimental ly measuring the  effects of high vs. 
low q u a l i t y  t h e r a p i s t  responding. High quality responding 
was assumed t o  be d i r e c t l y  r e l a t e d  t o  p o s i t i v e  
therapeutic r e l a t i o n s h i p s  and was defined in terms of 
variables, accurate empathy, nan- 
possessive warmth, and genuinemss. In their study 
the  therapist began his sessioha demonstrating 
high levels o f  func t ion ing  on the above variable 
dimensions and would continue for a epecified period 
of  . t i m e .  When the  s p e c i f i e d  period of time elapsed 
the therapist would begin t o  function a t  low l eve l s  
and again would do so  f o r  a s e t  period of  time. 
F ina l ly ,  the therapist would end h i s  session responding 
a t  high l e v e l s  again. The r e s u l t s  indicated t h a t  
high l e v e l  responding was d i r e c t l y  r e l a t e d  t o  deeper 
in t e rpe r sona l  exp lo ra t ion  and low level responding 
was related t o  shal low interpersonal  exploration. 
Additional s t u d i e s  us ing the  same proceiture &eraonstrated 
similar findings ( ~ o l d e r ,  Carkhuff, & Bereneon, 1967 ; 
and Piage t ,  Berenson, & Carkhuff, 1967).  I saacs  and 
Haggard (1966) f o w d  that when thepapists focus  on 
c l i e n t  a f f e c t ,  t h e i r  c l i e n t s  in tun? responded by f u r t h e r  
ident i fy ing  and clarifying their own feelings, and 
continued t o  do s o  longer  than those clients who d i d  
no t  have t h e r a p i s t s  who focused on affect. 
It appears evident  t h a t  therapists func t ion ing  
a t  high l e v e l s  on Carkhuff's core dimensions e l i c i t  
more thorough personal exploration from their c l i e n t s .  
This suggests  that empathic, warm, congruent t h e r a p i s t s  
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will have a positive influence 6n their clients regardless 
of the thmtoretical model that they choose. With this 
i n  mind, any research that seeks t a  evaluate a specif ic  
therapeutic procedure must control for  t h i s  important 
variable. 
_Purr>ose of This Study 
The literature demonstrates that there is a lack 
of well controlled studies i n  the use of CCT f o r  the 
treatment of  depression. Consequently, there is a 
need t o  differentiate between the CCT procedures 
themselves and o the r  contaminating variables in order to 
assess t h e i r  actual efficacy (Eysenck & Beech, 1971). 
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to assess 
the relative effectiveness of CCT in a didactic 
interpersonal relationship and CCT in  conjunction with  
a warm therapeutic. relat ionship for the treatment of  
depression. In the first conditfan, the therapist  
d i d  not respond with low or hurtful levels of relationship 
skills, but i n s t e a d  d i d  not invite or allow the 
establishment of a warm, personal therapeutic relat ion-  
ship. 
The purpose of t h i s  study was t o  answer the .follow- 
ing queetfosls t 
1. Is CCT' treatment significantly ef fec t ive  in 
elevating mood in "normalsw as compared t o  
to a no treatment control group? 
2@ Is CCT treatment with the addition o f  a warm 
therapeutic relationship significantly 
effective in elevating mood as compared to 
a no treatment control group? 
3. Is CCT with the UrelationshipN condit ion 
significantly more effective than CCT without  
the "relationship' in elevating Wood? 
The research was an analogue study since- the 
subjects were college undergraduates as oppo~ed to 
clinically depressed individuals. It was expected 
that  mood elevation in college undergraduates would 
be analogous to mood elevation in neurotic depressive 
persons (Homme, 19651 Velton, 1968)g and it was 
further assumed that mood increases in normals would be 
reflective of decreases in clinical depression (Homrne, 
1965 1 Velton, 1968). 
Kennith Heller (1971) has written an extensive 
critique of analogue research. It is h i s  contention t h a t  
avoidance o f  analogue research is a disservice to both 
the therapist and the client. In addition, ~ b l l e r  
also notes the importance o f  rigorous controls in 
these kinds of studies* Although recognizing the 
potential haaalrds of such research, he f e e l s  the 
value a f  analogue research far outways the pitfalls.  
This study was designed as analogue research in order 
t o  provide maximum controls without the risk of 
endangering a clinical population. 
Definitions 
During this discussion several specific terms 
w i l l  be used. In order to clarify these terms for 
the reader the following definitions are offered 
1. Neurotic de~ressiont Far the  purposes of 
t h i s  study depression will be characterized by 
painful emotions, low self-esteem, impaired 
problem solving ability, and self-defeating 
behaviors. Depression is one of several 
possible symptoms that  develop a s  an individual 
experiences conflict. Typically this conflict 
is caused when an individual desires the 
achievement of some goal while simultaneously 
experiencing a fear of obtaining that  goal. 
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Traditionally this conflict has been labeled 
approach-avoidance canZlict (Martin, 1972) .  
2 . Psychotic dewsssion, Characterized by a 
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more sakere reaction than neurotic depression. 
The individual experiences painful emotions, 
low self-esteem, appetite and s leep 
disturbances, difficulty in concentration 
and thinking, and in addition, loses contact 
with reality. The person can also develop 
delusions and hallucinations (Butcher, 1971) 
3. Coverant Control Therapx (cCT) : A method 
to change behavior by modifying a person's 
self -s tatements . High probability behaviors 
are made contingent upon the reading o f  
selected self -statements tkraugh the use 
of the Premack Principle. When positive 
s e l f  -s tab'ments are .selected for use by 
depressed persons the method results in a 
reduced frequency of negative statements , 
thus altering mood or attitudes (Homme, 
1965; Velton, 1968). 
4. Premack Principler For any two responses, 
the most probable response will reinforce 
the less probable response. Therefore, 
if a more probable response is made ..contingent 
upon the completion of a less probable response, 
the l e s s  probable response w i l l  eventually 
I i ncrease i n  frequency (Homme, 1965). 
5. Therapeutic relationship r A r e l a t i o n s h i p  
whereby the. therapist models high levels  of . 
human relations skills as proposed by Gazda 
(1973) and Carkhuff and Berenson (1977). 
These skills s p e c i f i c a l l y  area empathy, 
warmth, genuineness, respect, confrontat ion,  
congruence, immediacy, and se l f -d i sc losureo  
The t h e r a p i s t  focuses on both feelings and 
content  i s sues ,  and allows the subjects t o  
discuss personal concerns. 
Rationale and Assumptions 
The inherent l i m i t a t i o n s  of CCT suggest  that 
although treatment. should indeed be more e f fec t ive  than 
no treatment there should also be qualitative di f fe rences  
be tween the two condi.tions studied here. The following 
paragraphs will describe the  CCT procedure and w i l l  
explain why di f fe rences  between conditions were expected. 
CCT is a "cognit iveu Behavioral therapeut ic  
approach that focuses  on the actual i n h i b i t i o n  of 
negative thoughts,  via the  reinforcement of incompatable 
pos i t ive  thoughts. It is assumed that depression is 
precfpatated and maintained by the high frequency 
of oceurance of  negative thoughts. Using the Premack 
principle ,  pos i t ive  thoughts are reinforced and 
increase i n  frequency. Negative thoughts decrease i n  
frequency and mood elevation occurs. Specifically,  
this process is accomplished by first having subjects 
generate a l ist  o f .  pos i t ive  self -statements, They 
a r e  then asked t o  wr i te  these statements onto cards. 
The i n d i v i d u a l s  then make a high p robab i l i t y  behavior 
contingent upon reading t h e i r  positive self -statement 
cards. As the pos i t ive  s e l f  -s tatements a r e  r e in fo rced  , 
they begin t o  occur spontaneously w i t h  increased 
frequency and the  incornpatable negative . thoughts 
decrease i n  frequency. As t h i s  process continues mood 
elevation occurs. 
It was expected t h a t  the presence o r  absence of 
the therapeutic  reaationship would have a d i r e c t  
effect upon subject motivation, trust, and actual c o n f l i c t  
resolut ion.  It was further expected t h a t  the relation- 
s h i p  condition would stimulate greater motivation, 
t r u s t  and c o n f l i c t  r e so lu t i on  and therefore result i n  
greater mood elevat ion.  
Depressed indiv iduals  tend to be poorly mo.tivated 
and lacking i n  self-esteem (Martin, 1972 ) , Therefore 
they have l i t t l e  confidence that anything.  they do 
will change their mood, Those individuals in  the 
relatianship condition, however, ware expected to 
become muah more involved with both the therapist  
and the other group rmasmbem than those individuals in  
the didactic oonditfsn. It  was expected that the persons 
i n  the relationship condition would feel obligated to 
carry o Q t  the procedure because o f  the increased 
involvement. It was abso lute ly  essential that the 
statement cards be read by the subjects if the procedure 
was t o  be effective. It was ooncluded that if the 
relationship d i d  have an effect on motivation than the 
relationship condition would be more effective. 
There is no reason t o  be l ieve  that a client 
would sufficiently trust a therapis t ,  after a single 
session, to faithfully fo l low a procedure that is 
prescribed. Without the establishment of a therapeutic 
re lat ionship ,  i t  is unlikely that a client would t rus t  
a therapist after only one session. A c l i e n t  who trus t s  
neither the therapist nor the procedure will probably. not 
feel compelled to  complete the procedure. I t  was 
assumed that  the relationship condition of  this research 
would provide a greater opportunity for the development 
of t rus t  between subjects, and between therapist  and 
subjects. Therefore in  the relationship condition of 
t h i s  research, it was expected that the subjects 
would feel compelled to carry out the procedure faith- 
f u l l y  . 
Cave-% ~knt*lol 'Phebsropy is a procedure where 
avoi&ruucs of negative thoughts is accomplished through 
the acquisition of an incornpatable response, namely 
spontaneous positive thoughts. A limitation, however, 
is that the individual only learns to  avoid aversive 
thoughts rather than resolving the conf l i c t  that 
initiated these thoughts. Therapeutic relationships, 
established thrcrugh the use of  Carkhuff's core dimensions, 
are hypothesized t o  f a c i l l i t a t e  such conflict resolution. 
It was expected therefore, that subjects i n  the relation- 
ship condition would experience greater mood elevation 
because they would have an opportunity to achieve 
conf l i c t  resolution, in addition t o  indreasing the 
frequency and number o f  posiOive thoughts they 
experienced. 
As Martin (1972) explains, depression is a symptom 
of anxiety based neuroses. Conflict is resolved when 
an individual is l e d  t o  experience previously aversive 
thoughts in the presence of a warm, empathic, therapeutic 
relationship. Thus as the thoughts are re-experienced, 
those amm&ilrs thoughts. Canmquently, in the relation- 
s h i p  condit%an, a subjectps oversive thoughts were not  
simply avaided, but becam d~eknsitized as well. 
Martin (1972) @&!#a sSlrW~css, that as individualer 
\ .  
experience. conf1iol rcrsolution they also increase 
the ir  problem salving repertoire. He explains tha t  
once aversive thoughts are counter-conditioned the 
individual can experience those thoughts without the 
resultant anxiety. Once this occurs the person can 
review the behavior choices he made that led to t he  
conflict originally, and can therefore learn from h i s  
mistakes .  The n the relationship condition, 
relearning is more Likely to occur as opposed t o  simple 
aversive thought avoidance. Becaussl the relat ionship 
condition, provided an opporrtunity for relearning, 
it was expectedA that subjects under this condition 
would be less l i k e l y  to suffer mood decrement as a 
function of time. 
Providing CCT under .=two d i f f e r e n t  conditions 
allowed the CCT procedure to be assessed withou t  the 
confounding ef fee ts of other variables including; 
therapist warmth, therapist empathy level, time, social 
contact, testing, subject selection, and the therapeutic 
relationship.  With the  above variables controlled the 
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CCT procedure was evaluated upon its own procedural 
merits. 
It m e  expected that the CCT condition with the 
relationshlg would prove more effective than CCT without 
the  relationship. As discuesed earlier, therapeutic 
ralaticrmrhips, in an8 a f  themselves, can have an 
extremely positive.  affect .  'It was a l s o  expected 
that the thempsu%io relationship would help a l l e v i a t e  
some of the limitations of the CCT procedure when 
used without the addition o f  a therapeutic relationship. 
For example, it was hypothesized that with a warm 
therapeutic relationship the client would feel valued 
and appreciated by the therapist. These feelings would 
help the client trust and respect the therapist's 
instructions regarding the CCT procedure. Second, 
it was expected that the c l i e n t  would value his special 
relationship with the therapist and would be more 
likely to carry out the procedure faithfully in order to 
further gain his therapist's approval or at l e a s t  to 
receive his therapist's continued interest. Therefore, 
c l i e n t  motivation was l i k e l y  to be higher under the 
relationship condition. Finally, the r e l a t i o n s h i p  
would function as a warm and secure counter-conditioning 
agent (Martin, 1972 ) . As anxiety provoking thoughts were 
discussed and the therapist responded with high levels of 
the core dilaensions, the thoughts themselves would 
become less anxiety provoking as they became counter- 
conditionetl. Once this  occured the individual would 
be able to experience these thoughts and therefore 
caul& gain a serlf-st~arenesa of how they l e d  to 
inef f ectivca coping behaviors. Once the individual  
ceased to avoid these thoughts, relearning could 
occur. In the event the subjects encountered situations 
in the future that were similar to the ones which 
precipatated t h e i r  depressions the c l i en t s  would 
have more effective coping strategies to choose 
from (Martin, 1972). 
Scope and Limitations 
This study was restricted by several factors. 
F i r s t ,  the investigation included peiychology under- 
graduates rather than a clinical population who had 
actually sought oounseling. Thfe was expected to 
interfere with generalizability somewhat, but was 
not expected to affect it drastically (Hel ler ,  1968). 
In the original design, only the most "depressedn 
volunteers (as measured by the MAAcL) were to be selected. 
Unfortunately, only 30 students (the minimal acceptable 
number of subjects ) volunteered for the study and t h i s  
part of the design was dropped. 
Only one aspect of bepr@sltan, mood, was ' chosen 
to be researched in t h i s  study. Nood is only one 
measureable aspect o f  depression and may not be the 
most relevant vEiriable w evaluated without o t h e r  
diagnostic data .  ,- --T<!w-r-C herefore . it - .  can only be hypothe tically 
L , L;, .,'-? '. - - 
. , -- , 
assumed that maod$~ncreasesu~"%n experimental subjects 
- , -- - 
,<-: >.-cr : -
'I -.y\&. 
w i l l  correspofik. -% .&ii6~kases in depression in depressed 
The label *depressionw is vague when considering 
symptomology and this investigation was n o t  directed 
at deriving a single description of depression. 
Rather it was concerned only with mood change as the 
result of two variations of a single therapeutic approach. 
The results  of this study cannot be generalized to 
the psychotic population. It was assumed that college 
students could be viewed as analogous to a neurotic, 
population in their degree of reality contact ,  whereas 
this could not be assumed for psychotic individuals 
as a group. 
Only two variations of a single treatment approach 
were investigated, and therefore therapeutic effective- 
ness can only be generalized to each of these two 
variations. 
Finally-, the use of self-report measures may have 
~ i e - L d ~ d  . - _ I *  - . resu&.ts that .werg-.-ggnt,amina,ted . - - -  $ by .ha19 effects  
. > 
8 - . - . .. 
- - 
andinresp&nse sets. 
Review of Related Literature 
In the remainder o f  t h i s  chapter, depression w i l l  
be defined, t he  symptomoUgy and identification discussed, 
and the related literature w i l l  be reviewed. In 
a d d i t i o n  t o  a review of the literature, both  CCT and 
the human relations skills are described i n  detail 
and their development as intervention approaches are 
discussede I n  c h a p t e r  three,  the methodology o f  the 
study w i l l  be discussed in d e t a i l .  
Depression Defined 
The following discussion on the definition and ' 
ayrnptomology of depression is a composite of different 
theore t i c a l  models. The models most heavilly relied 
upon f o r  this review were psychoanalytic and behavioral. 
Depression is evidenced as a mood disorder whereby 
an individual  is mhappy, dejected, and f e e l s  t h a t  
l i f e  is an aversive experience. There are two basic 
types of depression8 depressive neurosis, and psychotic 
depression8 the diffe-rence between them being the 
degree of severityo Depressiva psychotic individuals  
are characterized by a more severe withdrawl, a . loss 
o f  contact with reality, and an inability to care 
for themselves. On the other hand, depressive neurotics 
a r b  capable of taking care of themselves and distortion 
of rea l i ty  is much less severe (Coleman, 1972; Millon, 
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19691 APA, 1968), The depre8sf.bris of both  the -neurotic 
and the psychotic individual (with the exception of 
the m3m affective disorders) begin w i t h  a loss, or 
a pscieved loss, of e~mething important in their l i v e s .  
This loss almat always results in a decrease i n  
positive reinforcement for  the individual (Gold fried 
& Dav5stonr on', 1972: Lazarus, 1974; 
Wilc~xon, ~chrader ,  & Nelson, 1976). That is ,  an 
individual loses something i n  his environment that 
was supportive, rewarding, or secure, and tends t o  
react to that loss w i t h  poor coping strategies. 
'Ineffective coping leads t o  increased failure which 
in turn creates more conflict which then leads t o  
even poorer coping, etc. 
S y m ~ t o m o l o ~  
The depressed individual typical ly  exh ib i t s  
several diagnostically significant behaviors. 
F i r s t ,  depressed persons show lowered levels of activity 
and in i t ia t ive .  They withdraw from social a c t i v i t i e s ,  
experience a l o s s  of  self-confidence, and believe 
t h a t  they are losing their a b i l i t y  to concentrate. 
Depressed persons usually complain o f  "sleep disturbancesU 
and decreased sexual drive. In addition, there is 
usually an increase in  somatic complaints (Coleman, 1972). 
Oat%@krll and Scheier C15k61) and Cat t e l l ,  Scheier, 
& Lor r  ($962 ) suggest that the neurotically depressed 
ind iviaual usually reveals low e C ~ @ @ s  tolerance, 
together with rigid oonmofsnee development and a 
proneness t o  guilt feelfngs.  Coleman (1972) suggests 
that much of the depressed person's behavior, is 
develaped thrwgh secondary gain, and the ref ore much 
o f  t h i s  person's behavior, is manipulative in  nature. 
That is ,- the  person frequently rec ieves increased 
attent ion,  sympathy, and perhaps more concern from 
others than he would otherwise receive. 
Ferster (1973) claims that depression is character- 
i z e d  by a reduced frequency of ad justive behavior 
including 1 )  the losa of some k i n d s  of act iv i ty ,  
2) increased escape and avoidance activity ie. crying, 
somatic complaints, and irritability, 3 )  extended 
latency i n  replying t o  direct questions, and 4) a 
reduced frequency of spontaneous speech. Ferster makes 
a distinction between * 'activen and @'passiveW depression, 
the l a t t e r  being the  most serious. He also suggests 
t h a t  the active depressive person reacts with anxiety and 
depression u n t i l  he builds up enough discontent to 
a c t  on the environment and t o  effect change. This 
person's depression f s short l ived because the aversive 
situation is d e a l t  wi th ,  
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On the other hand, the passive-depressive person 
fails to a c t  on the environment. This person reacts 
by complaining a d  withdrawing. 1 t is this person 
who develops sawre  and long last ing depression. 
The situation perpetua.tss itself even f u r t h e r  because 
the  person Loses the. ability to accurately obsarve 
the environment. When this happens, more and more of 
t h e  persone s behavior is unsuccessful and therefare 
goes without being rewarded (Ferster, 1973 ) hence 
further withdrawl and inac t iv i ty .  
Beck (1967) claims t h a t  depression is maintained 
by environmental consequences. He s t a t e s  that a person 
who is  depressed will a c t  less effectively avld therefore 
w i l l  experience increased failure and r e  jectian. 
The typical behaviors t h a t  develop are t I) emotional 
d i f f i c u l t y ,  2 )  somatic complaints, 3) decreased interest 
in sex, 4)  inappropriate social  behaviors, 5) loss 
of motivation, and 6) an "unrealistically low se l f -  
image '. 
Martin (1972 ) claims that depression is only one of 
several poss ible  symptoms of an anxiety based neurosis. 
He explains t h a t  the neurotic conf l i c k  manifests i t s e l f  
by anxiety, self -deprec iating thoughts,  and a lowering 
of self-esteem. He claims that an individual's thoughts, 
a c t s ,  and impulses become cues f o r  anxiety because 
they are eoncurrently punished when ce r t a in  behaviors 
are punished. Once a person's thoughts become a source 
of anxiet~f , .  avoidance strategies begin t o  be used, 
and thersf ore the inditr&tdual's problem solving repertoire 
is reduced draertficsllly. 
Identification and Classification 
The i den t i f i c a t i on  and classification of  depressed 
individuals  is a d i f f i c u l t  matter, partly because 
therapists define depression differently. As a result, 
therapists are unable to agree on the  diagnosis of 
depressed persons (Blinder, 1966; Pasamanick, Dintz & 
Lef ton, 1959). Wilcoxon, Schrader, and Nelson (1976 ) 
s t a t e  t h a t  classification labels encourage reif ication 
of these Labels, The Labels come to be used as 
though they were diseases rather  than simply descriptions 
of behavior syndromes. Nicholas Hubbs ( 1975) presents 
an excellent argument for the retention of a class- 
i f i c a t i o n  system, however. He sees them as facillitating 
both communication and treatment. 
In 1968, the American Psychiatric Association, 
in con junction with the World Health Organization, 
published the DSW 11 (Diagnastic and Statistical 
Manual of Mental Disorders) in an attempt t o  standardize 
the classification system f o r  mental disorder. 
One of %ha-~eaeons that the &PA. has not been completely 
successful fn t h e i r  endeavor for standardization i s  
due t o  %he. I m k  of adequa%e assessment ins t rmnts .  
Several frt9 trume.nts are available, but the 
majority o f  them are not able to discriminate between 
depreclsion and general anxiety ( Wilcoxon, Schrader , 
and Neleon, 1976). One of the first measures of 
depression was the depression scale "DM on the Minnesota 
. Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MN1PI) (Beck, 1967). 
Unfortunately the PlIMPI was no t  designed spec i f i ca l ly  
far depression, and current research does not indicate 
whether it is suff ic ient ly  valid when t h i s  scale is 
evaluated without considering a person's entire inventory. 
Hathaway and McKinley (1940) suggest that the MMPI is 
valid regardless of whether items are added or removed, 
but their claims are not substantiated w i t h  empirical 
evidence. Perkins and Coldberg (1964) evaluated the ' 
contextual effects of the WII and found t h a t  
contextual alterations o f  the fnatrument have l i t t l e  
e f f ec t  on i n i t i a l  administrations. They did, however, 
find that repeated administrations resu l ted  in artificial 
score improvements. The MMPI does discriminate .be tween p~ I 
depression and general anxiety, however, when the 
ent ire  inventory is considered (~arks,  Seeman, and Haller, 
1975 ) 
Pasa-ick, Dintz,  and Lefton (1959) stated 
t h a t  low inter-cl inic ian agreement on the diagnosis 
of  dapresoion, illustrates the f ac t  t h a t  there is 
an urgsnt need f o r  objective, measureable, and 
verifiable c r i t e r i a r  
Beck, Ward, Mendelson, Mock,. and Erbaugh (1961) 
developed the Pepsession Inventory" with the hope 
o f  satisfying some of  these needs. He criticized 
the W I  as being inadequate because t 1)  i t  was 
not designed t o  specifically measure depression, 
2 )  it is based on intrapsychic theory, and 3 )  Hfactor 
analytic studies reveal that the 'Depression' scale 
contains a number of heterogeneous factors, only 
one of which is consistent with the cl inical  concept 
o f  depression" (Beck e t .  al., 1961, p. 562 ) .  
The Beck, et* ale inventosy measures 2 1  symptom 
attitude categ0rie.s which are listed below. 
Social Withdrawl 
Indecisiveness 
Mood 
Pessimism 
'sense of  failure 
Lack of satisfaction 
G u i l t y  feelings 
Sense of punishment 
Self -hate 
Self-accusation 
Bady images 
Work inhibition 
Sleep disturbance 
Fatigability 
Loss o f  appetite 
Weight l o s s  
Self-punitive wishes Semantic preoccupation 
Crying spells Loss of libido 
The r e l i a b i l i t y  of Beck's Depression Inventory 
ranges from r= .86 to r= .93. Wilcoxon, Schrader, 
and Nelson (1976) f e e l  that Beck's scale is the most 
useful and reliable scale that is currently available 
for the measurement of depression. Although, Beck's 
measure is impressive, it was deemed inadequate f o r  
this present s t u d y  because it  d i d  not provide a 
sufficiently .sensitive index for increases in positive 
mood states.  This study , being analogue research, 
.C 
could have had a large number of subjects who were 
so mildly depressed rs to recieve a "On depression 
score on Beck's measure. Beck's measure does not 
. 
assess positive mood sta%a and therefore, any elevation 
in mood f o r  these "non-dep~sese4~ persons would have 
gone undetected. 
Several checklists have been developed that  
-a. -. involve c l i e n t  self -report. As reported in Buros 
(1972 ) , William Zung developed the Self -Rating 
Depression Scale (SDS). The SDS ''consists of twenty 
self-report items which the respondent answers true 
of himself 'none or a l i t t l e  of the timeo, 'some 
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of the time', 'goad part of the time', or 'most or a l l  
of *he timeg " (Caodstein, 1972, pp. 320-321 ). There 
are many limitations to the SDS which deem it i n e f f e c t i v e .  
Some of its more serious limitations include t 1) no 
evidence of  r e l i a b i l i t y  o f  the SDS scores reported, 2) 
highly educated clients tend to score l e s s  depressed, 
3 )  the  SDS is eaaily @fakedU and, 4 )  normal adolescents 
tend t o  score depressed (Goodstbin, 1972). The above 
limitations for the SDS preclude its use i n  this 
present study. 
Bernard Lubin ( 1965) developed the Depression 
Adjective Check L i s t  (DACL). The DACL consists of 
32-34 self-descriptive adjectives depending on which 
form is used. As reported by Goodstein (1972) "the 
s p l i t  half reliabilities range from .82 t o  .93 f o r  
normals and .86 and .93 o r  patientsY@ Fogel, Curtls, 
Kordasz, and Smith (1966) demonstrated that  t h e  DACL 
has been used successfully as a reliable and valid 
measure o f  depresaian. They found - a cor re la t ion  of 
.79 between t he  DACL scores and a psychiatrist's 
ratings, and a correlation of  ,95 between DACL scores 
and c l i e n t  self-ratings of  depression. Goodstein 
(1972), reviewed the research an the DACL and found that 
depressed patients score significantly higher on the 
DACL than psychiatric patients diagnosed as some thing 
other than depressed. 
A significant drawback of the DACL is t h a t  
forms A+ were nonaed on females and foms F-G were 
norlned on males. The test  does not  discriminate 
adequately depression for  males on forms A-D, nor 
women on forms F-Q. Although an apparently valid 
measure o f  depression, the DACL has not been chosen 
for  t h i s  study because, like Beck's Depression 
Inventory, it does not provide a s u f f i c i e n t  measure 
of  positive mood increase, and would require controls 
for the inconsistancy of measurement due to sex. 
Another Measure for depression is the  Multiple 
Affective Adjective Check L i s t  (MRACL). As reparted 
by Kelly (1972), the WLACL was developed by Zuckerman 
and Lubin in 1965. I t  is an extension o f  the Affective 
Adjuct ive Check List and measures three a f f e c t  dimensions; 
hostility, anxiety, and depression. The W C L  
includes 132 adjectives in an "In general" form and 
in a "Today" form. The s p l i t - h a l f  coe f f i c i en t  
f o r  the ''Today" form is .92 (E > .01) for col lege 
students.  Retest reliabilities (7-8 days) tend t o  be 
moderate (.54- .70) and relatively low (.00 to .40) 
for  the "TodayH form ( ~ e l l y ,  1972, p. 271). It 
should be noted that the l o w  retest r e l i a b i l i t y  f o r  
the  . "Todayw form is expected since the "Today* form 
is  a s t a t e  measure as opposed to a trait measure 
( Mw=g- 8 1972 1 0 
As reparted by Kelly (1972) the MAACL does 
have so- dmwbacks that  need t o  be considered. 
The maat serious issue concarning the MAACL is 
response set. When reviewing the literature, Kelly 
( 1972 )  found t h a t  subjects vary greatly in the 
number af words that they respond to. In addition, 
there is no consistant correlation between affect 
s t a t e  and nunber of words checked. Kelly recommends 
that subjects be instructed to respond to a certain, 
number of items that best describe their feelings. 
Gn additional concern discussed by Kelly (1972) 
is high intercorrelations be tween the scales. He 
also notes, however, that d e s p i t e  these high inter- 
correlations, the PAAACL has "sufficient differential 
validity to reflect  meaningful changes in a f fec t  for 
groups of S Q s o  .." .(Kelly, 1972 pa 272). Kelly 
concludes that the "Anxiety* and @Depressionw scales 
are sufficiently reliable and valid. He discusses 
the problem with response set on the WAnxietyY 
scale and explains that there is no data on response 
set for the HDepression" scale. He suggests t h a t  the 
W C L  is adequate for research purposes as long as it 
is no t  being used to assess hostility or anger. 
V e L t w  (1968) conducted reeaarch on the induction 
of mood s.taWs and used the CZ along with  a i x  
other memwes 8 writing speed, d is tance  approximation, 
decision time, perceptual ambiguity, word association, 
and spmtaarrew verbalizations. Velton evaluated the 
effects of Mving increasingly more emotional state- 
ments read t o  g a u p s  of subjects. In his "Elation" 
treatment the Experimenter began reading a list of 
statements %ha% were neutral statements which became 
progressively more positive. The procedure was the 
same far  the *Depression" treatment except that 
/ 
the statements became more negative. All subjects 
read the statements silently as the experilnenter 
read them aloud. Velton used three control groups. 
Each control group used either an "Elation" list, 
*DepressionH list, BT an entirely ''NeutfalH list. 
In addition to the. seven critical measures, two pre- 
treatment measures were used to asglees pre-treatment 
mood state and suggestibility. Pour of the critical 
C\ 
measures demonstrated signif l c ~ %  mood change (2 > .001) 
as the result of treatment, one o f  which was the MAACL. 
Mood change as measured by the. W C L  was consistant 
with changes as assessed.by writing wpeed, decision time, 
and word association. Mood change as assessed by 
these four measures w a s  also congruent with  behavioral 
observations t h a t  fnaluded tears in the "Depression" 
treat-nt* and enthusirastic a t t i t u d e  i n  the mElationu 
treatment, .Veltonts fidfngca in t h i s  elaborately 
controlled study suggest tMt  the W C L  is an effective 
measwe in discriminating cbtqges in mood states.  
Of the above mentioned weasures of depression, 
two measures, the M4ACL and thla MMPI "DM scale were 
deemed adequate f o r  this current research. None 
of t he  other instruments investigated provided adequate 
validity in conjunction with a measure of posit ive  
mood increases. The W C L  .and MMPI scale were 
deemed adequate in both of these areas. 
The D e v e A ~ ~ w n t  of Self_LCon%ro~trate$ies =-- . - 
Homme (1965) is generally recognixed a8 a leading 
. - 
influence iri behavioral change through the use of 
self-control. He .describes covermts as "mental 
events ie. thinking, imagining, etc.  * (Home, 1965, 
p. 503). H i s  explanation for the term "coverant" 
is t h a t  it is a simple contraction of covert and 
operant. 
where& ughts that a person has regarding 
"*-aw- 
h i s  or herself are modified to ef fec t  behavior change. 
- - - - , M . , h u u r y v  - ... --A* - 7% &<%v- 
These modif icatians occur as new, more functional 
thoughts are reinforced. 
Ho~aae was the firs% WWvforalist to discuss  
rCI.M.-*"-,.- *-.. 
- - - - - - - -  
the f o o t  tfrat cognitfve. events had wrongfully been 
,/.----- ~ - c u v r P L I - * . - - ~ - - * - r ? . . ~ I . - * - - - # '  
ignored By behavioralister r 3 % ~  suggested three primary 
., . .. ~ - " , - " . ~ . + ~ * . I U ~ ~ . ~ . - - C - C ~ ~ . . - Y - Y - Y ~ C - C C C - C  c c :  .--. -.----.--e- 
, A  . . . , r. ..-. ,.- 
. .X-'.l..---'.' . '.'--....---- ",., ,* 
reasons for - t h i s  t 1 ) "diflir&2a&* in de t sc t i  an and 
occurgmze or nan-occurancs o i  the response because 
of difficulties in the description of the response's 
topography", 2 )  Yhe availability and con t ro l  of 
reinforcers contingent upon the response", and 3 )  
the problem of controlling eke reinforcers (Homme, 
1965, p. 502). 
It was Honrmees belief  %h.t  ovar rants were 
wrongfully ignored because diff&oultlee, or poor 
con t ro l  over coverants, underlie many personality 
disorders.  He sta ted  that  the, firs% two reasons 
f o r  n o t  exploring the value o f  ueing coverants in 
therapy are not important. He e t w z e d  t h a t  
the use of the Pmamck Pri 
g C - * ~ - - l u r W 1 9 ~  -- 
probl 
As reparted by Home, 
s t a t  
.---,--&'--. ...-"-------- - 
the more 
+.Y 
-*-*-_*, 
probable one w i l l  reinforce *@ Uss probable one" 
vw-4d- ~ ~ r * r l - - - - ~ - ~ - - . . - \  - - - ' - * ~  -,N).N).M.M- > _-./ f.gl*r--'-.M%.M'-=-- 
(Home, 1965, pa 592) a There is some dispute regarding 
whether the behavior serves as a re inforcer  or as 
a discriminative cue when the pr inc ip le  is applied 
in clinical settings (Mahoney, 1972, 1974.). ,,There / 
i s  suff ic ient  ev 
1971; Tharp, Watson, L ICILps, 1974; Todd, 1972) 
Homme (1965) stated that a subject must be ' 
d 
reinforced fok his self-modification or it will 
. -.' - 
- I  . I 
simply extingu~@&* ,Lf t h i s '  i s  ' so* then he must be 
able to detect some of t h e  consequences of h i s  s e l f -  
modification. Skinner (1953) and Holland and Skinner 
(1961) sta ted  t h a t  an individual must be able to 
observe something such as weight lass, or the decline 
in the frequency of a habit or an uncomfortable 
feeling in order to persist in t h e i r  self-modiffcation 
program. Home also explained why coverant cdntrol 
should be successful in a cl inical  setting. He 
>.:;> - 
- - ' - .  . - 
- 
of that beflaviar. ' He . 
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ested some poesib~e applications 
of Coverant qf. Therapy in clinical practice 
(Home, l!P@j*- ., 4@~- -  . ested that  it wouU be effec.tive 
i n  the control of mbking, weight cont ro l ,  sex,  
stuttering@ andl md changes. He d i d  n o t  f e e l  that  
there was any nay &f-rreakening a bad or negative 
- 
coverant g he only sed the strengthening o f  an 
incornpatable respmle. 
The li teratum fndicakes '\ that  Ooverant Control  
is both a valuable and effec atnmnt method 
f a r  a variety of disorders i 
(Johnson, 1971; and d)h& 1975) ; Obesity (Deitchman, 
1972; Tyler & Straughn, 1970)s t e s t  anxiety (fsvigne, 
1934; Wagaman, 1975); dat ing  behavior (Glass, Gottman, 
& Shmurak, 1976: Shmurak, 1974) 9 nail biting (Harris, 
1975) ; s t u t t e r i n g  and speech ,anxiety (Moleski and Tosi,  
1976 ; Wiessberg, 1974) ;- obsessive thinking (Mahoney, 
i" 
1971) r and smoking (Keutzner, 1968). 
Coverant Control and Depression 
The importance of recognizing the cognitive 
component i n  the treatment of depression is discussed 
by Goldfried and Davison (1976). 
A conceptualieation of depression based soley on 
external reinfarcements remains incomplete 8 ' 
showering ot depressed c l i e n t  w i t h  gifts and 
o ther  forms of rathforcement may: not ' relieve 
the problem* We form a more comprehensive 
view, whereby depression may result from a 
perceived absence af any contingency between 
the persons awn e f f o r t s  and the reinforcing 
nature o f  the consequences that follow. We 
believe it is c r u c i a l  to add the cognitive 
conrwnent* particularly since depression is 
not-eolely characterized by a low rate of 
behavior, (Goldfried dt Itavison, 1976, p. 2' 
Additional sueport for this view can be found in 
Home speculated on the applicability of CCT 
- - 
to-f Depression. He stated that 
* . r O 1 ( l l h R S I * O a . r w R - - ~ e ~ m n m - m a m w ~  
could Ip-d,,al--aG be e a s i l ~  -- used to - help 
eliminate tlyafunctional habits or af fec t  states. 
"- --*----Y~*-=Y~~ .,cz.~",+ + 
k---'-$>, ~Y+-.r.,.<.r:r:r:'-PP 
ton (1968) w e n w t h e r  in 
de c t ' s  mood 
can be controlled when the @ 
controlledr 
Case studies r coverant control therapy with 
depression. In order to  help the reader establish 
a clearer  conception of  the  application o f  Coverant 
Control Therapy several select case s tudies  w i l l  
be discussed. CCT is a flexible approach t h a t  can 
be ad jaa%s& according tp the demands of the particular 
situation. The following studies are examples of some 
of t he  variations of (3CT $ha% have been used in 
the treatment of depma@s&mt* 
Tod 
program f o r  a 49 
depressed. M bn8 atWagteb -'@u,icide on three 
s,*rr** a,'.-*&. N~A*.*~ 
r7c-,cm . m v . L - l Q e  
separate occrrstions. She had Men seelhg a psychiatrist 
' " - -' ' ' - , - - - - - = i s *W, -&~ . :~ - -  1~4-II .- . + .. . , _ 7 7 .  A - .,-c z - , ~  ,$+._ b., , , 
. . ,. - 
f o r  33 yeare wi ut a reduction in hqr depression. 
. L--. *^ 'L*-5--.CM-l\.-?& a *  - F.. %. 
. - .  - ,  
. . 
After a 6 moon-*' p.rio8 without therapy, she sought the 
help of a behavisr thempist. &a. I @ a  treatarent in- 
volved the ues af man2 techniques because - shb had 
so many different behavior problemplo Desensitization was 
used for phobias, conditioned relaxation for psychosomatic 
complaints, behavioral mhearslal for assertive training, 
n. Treatment began wi th  the 
depression because of the var ie ty  and intensity o f  the 
problems. During the first phase of treatment 
Mrs. M was asked  to generate a series o f  self-statements. 
The resulting list consisted e n t i r e l y  of negative 
statements, and theref ore the therapist ass is t e d  
in generating a new list of 6 positive self-statements. 
The 6 statements were printed on paper and hlrs. M 
was instructed to read one or two of them before 
smoking a cigarette. One additional instruction 
was given, &a. M was asked to add new positive item 
to the list as they occured to her. At the conclusion 
of one seek of therapy Mrs. M had increased her l ist  
of positive items to 14 and Todd claims that her 
I 
depreesion had improved considerably. A t  the end of 
another week her l ist  of posit ive  statements increased 
to 21 and she described herself as feeling great .  
Mm. IvI was seen for approximately 41 sessions, and 
after a 3 year followup she reported no additional 
serious depressions (Todd, 1972)r 
eport and the 
observation that Mrs. M had become more a c t i v e  in 
P r n - - - . I I . . -  
the community. Todd also used number of friends and 
the number of hours spent w i t h  friends as c r i t e r i a .  
Although subjective evaluation is a part of all 
clinical work, Todd's critsrfa is too  vague and 
subjective to be considered experimentally conclusive. 
One is led 'to wonder whether Mrs. M r e a l l y  improved 
or whether she simply reported to Todd what he might 
want to hear. The only empirical data collected by 
Todd was the number of positive statements on the list. 
I t  is .certainly possible that this list increased as 
a function of her increased self-awareness and 
improved self d i c i p l i n e  as opposed to the CCT procedure 
itselft Mrs. 1Y1 had such a large variety of problems 
t h a t  many therapeutic tiechniques were used collectively 
including, systematio desensitiaation, behavioral (a, 
'"L rehearsal, assertiveness training, and marital counseling. 
taw- 9 
s Had Todd evaluated the effects  
-I-. 
o the other 
-----mcm 
if at the same time Todd 
vn-X-'~'w~-m=-~rrt-~15,~ 
operationally defineable, 
-w ***..L->am&sw@ &.HaG.w.ah=-,-4-%*4*<&- 
h i s  ity. In . 
a7rJhYI- 
summarye %hie. study lacks sophisticated cantrals and 
therefore one can merely state t h a t  it 
l end  support f o r  the eff icacy of CCT. The evidence, 
however, is far from conclusive. 
In a somewhat- better controlled case study, 
Mahoney (1971) presents a case of the treatment of 
depression w i t h  CCT. In Mahoney's study, baseline 
data and frequency charts are provided t h a t  clearly 
demonstrate reduction i n  target behavior Mahoney 
d i d  n o t ,  however, use a d d i t i o n a l  c r i t e r i a  to assess 
improvement. Mahoney saw h i s  client 1 hour every o t h e r  
- -..----- -,---- - - . . - - 
wae.k for obsessive-depressive ruminations. Two week 
- - -  - 5  I-,.- . .-', A,- . *  
b a s e l i . n e m - x a a s g l l e c  --. .-. - ted on an a l l  or none time 
I- . ._ _ 
--._ .
sampl in& .r The client recorded on a 3x5 card 
each occurmnce of the target behavior within a 2 
hour ti- period. Client complaints included frequency, 
content, and uncontrollability of the obsessive- 
deprssaive thoughts * Mahoney's first intervention 
invoLved having the client count backward's whenever 
the target behavior occured. This intervention 
increased the frequency of the target behavior. 
Mahoney then switched interventions and instructed the 
client t o  wear a haavy gauge rubber band on his wrist. 
The c l i en t  was instructed to snap it upon initiation 
of the target behavioro A practice trial was implimented 
and Mahoney assessed that this was moderately painful 
for the client. Mahoney d i d  not discuss, however, 
how this assessment was carried about. Within two 
weeks the target behavior dropped off to zero occurances. 
Mahoney then recorded two weeks baseline data on 
Positive Self-Thoughts (PST's). At the conclusion of 
the two week period PST's had occured 0 times. 
Mahoney then instituted a CCT procedure by attaching 3 
positive statement cards to the client's cigarette 
package. He was instructed to make smoking contingent 
upon the reading of the 3 cards and the spontaneous 
generation of h i s  own posi t ive  statement. After 4 
weeks t h e  c l i e n t  was spontaneously generating pos i t ive  
though.t;a farr Ejl) consecutive 2 hour time periods. In 
addition, sLisnt reported positive mood changes and 
specif ie behavioral improvements. These improvements, 
however ware assessed via self-report and were not 
substantiated by additional c r i t er ia  by Mahoney. 
YIahoney claims that c l i e n t  improvement was maintained 
at 2 and 4 month fallowup, but fails to  discuss what, 
if any, criteria was used. Mahoney's study c l e a r l y  
___I_ 
demonstrates the specific e f f e c t s  of several therapeutic 
-./d - -4~* - - - - - \  
in-. Mahoney's use of CCT clearly demonstrates 
n - . - - h - i * #  m-&'++- 
its e f f e c t  on the target behavior. Unfortunately, 
" + 4 ~ ~ ~ ~ + ~ . ~ f h x ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ *  
because addit ional  assessment criteria was not used; 
it is d i f f i c u l t  to assume t h a t  mood change occured,, 
Although, it is c lear ly  e i ident  that the target behavior 
(spontaneous positive thoughts ) d i d ,  in fact,  increase 
through the use of  CCT. 
Another case study presented by Todd (1972 ) 
demonstrates the use of CCT for the elimination of 
test anxiety* The subject of the study was a young man 
whose anxiety resulted i n  lowered self-esteem, lack of 
confidence and a feeling of inadequacy. This young 
man's anxiety typically reached panic proportions. 
As discussed e a r l i e r  i n  t h i s  paper, these behaviors 
t y p i c a u r e u i d e .  Todd's c l i e n t ,  
M r .  R complained t h a t  he had misgivings about succeeding 
in graduate d3eh001 despite  an excellent record as an 
undergra8uatete. Todd had Mro R develop a list of 10 
items refleeting Mr. R ' s  past accomplishments and 
imputing these to h i s  possession of basic abilities. 
@re R was instructed to read one statement immediately 
before using the phone where he worked. In t h i s  case 
the telephone was selected as the HPB. Todd's CCT 
- 
program for  Mr. R was aimed at increasing self-confidence 
and feelings of self-worth. A t  the time of t h i s  therapy 
program Mr. R was a graduate student and was employed 
as a research assistant. M r .  R began enjoying class 
discussions after 6 sessions and was voted to represent 
h i s  class for o project presentationo Todd s t a t e s  
that R demonstrated continued improvement at a 
," I 
6 month f o l l o  WG" p, and ata tes  tha t  a 1 year followup 
showed no decrement in t h i s  progress. 
Todd's case study of Wo R i s  an interesting 
account of the use of CCT, but the study lacks empirical 
evidence and controlso The only criteria that Todd 
- ~ - - - - -  
__*___C_ 
discusses to support behavior change is Mr. R ' s  s e l f -  
+<,.d\,..-w ",-*-@--w--'---b-*.-*-m --*... L" -*  . . .< ...----.- 
+. 
.---A ,.,.-*  -I.-. - -.. 
report that described class discussions as more enjoyable. 
fi-w*--~**-~.~--rrp--.~-~-.ir.ir." --,-T.,--*---% *- 
--'*-, 
The second c r i t e r i a  was the fact t h a t  Mr 
IU I -N . - . r r . rW- - - I .~ * , *  -*-"- 
- i  ted' 
-.--c"-- 
to presejt  a class project. There is absolutely no 
, - --*---.. 
-----.-lp ,151.1.*- 
.'-*"-- 
-----..- "A... 
empirical e v i d e n c m e d  t h a t  allows one to 
---.- wY".r'..---l-~l-~~ 
--.-.L*. - 
conclude *--..----. that these --I-.-L- - s e l f  -reports demonstrate a real 
---..-. 
----...' _,_ 
reduf2ti~n inthe '&Wget behaviors, nor does it a l l o w  
_..^___I_ .-.-.. -----I - - - - -  
. . - ' 
-. . 
-,--_. _ 
one -- t o  assume that  change (if an,)= was t he  direct  
.b -Z+-.w- . -C.Lh.C-I---, . .,.., *Y..-. i ..., >'-l%=.h ..=- (* *-TI-?-\---*- _ 
.@'--Gvta -- - 
,.- - 
reeult o f  the CC'P procedure. An additional and perhaps 
-,,,-, -,..rr..--. "-.I-----------.- - A - 
mom serious corroarn with this case s t u d y ,  is Todd's 
choice of foll criteria. Todd supports .continued 
-"----'..--. - .a,- ._____I--/-- ,-.\ -- 
these inc %denM 
-b*FJa-~-'.X L"vi-- A,,.,<&,~. 
-.-%-,- 
and.... the. .&.ta&nmcnt ""-- 
* vie-. , ,- 
"n- 
of a 
.'Bl?.m,m-- 
uate &@@is tanceship. 
.-- ---%. . ."..- . -. 
Todd's etudy is valui'til&- in that  it demonstrates 
the adaptability ai CCT for a var ie ty  of different  - 
target behaviors, but the study's poor  cont ro ls  and 
insufficient assessment criteria prevent the study 
from conclusively supporting the eff icacy of CCT. 
gram f o r  
s ( W 5 )  
-=.-a. ,,, , 
technique Johnson demanstra€bd that CCT was a l s o  
useful when an individual had already made progress 
in therapy but was having trouble elirnina t ing o l d  
coverants. Johnson recognizes the fact that the 
thoughts, feelings, and a t t i t u d e s  previously associated 
wi th  -inappropriate behavior of ten times need special 
a t t en t ion*  
Johnson had seen Don for 4 sessions and had used 
systematic d*s+nsitization to help  eliminate Don's 
fear of being away from homeo When Dan began to show 
evidence of severe depression, Johnson decided to use 
CCT,, A 1-s igosrtive therapeutic changes was developed. 
'='--*I-=-P-~- .9Blir?ar-.,r-n --m-Ci Y . b c . % - ~  ti*ww',, &W&. 
I 
Don was and r e f l e c t  on these 
fl-- m ~ . = - . - - . ~ ~ ~ + ~  -.+,*-VT, 
verbalioed t h a t  he experienced no depressive feelings 
' ~ - - ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 ~ i C i U w I Y & 6 L J * I & .  +.,iri-:~ ,>.l*:y*->d*:l* r b . i ~ ~ a ? c e *  w--p,n+sji~~.wR~\ 
and even noted t h a t  he was aware of spontaneous positive 
- ~ , - * P ( - D * ~ - * Y ~ W ,  *w*=w<'rr7 w4,,~.-,.YUwm..- ~ ~ r t ~ s y ~ ~ l h ~ ~ f ~ . ~ - - - w ~ d ~ f n : ~ ~  
'Thus he demonstrated how CCT can be used 
.-'w <.- MW--X-~ ,.,= 
A?-+-<p _ .<"'"i.-,. l*l.n,.- ...v--(- * .- - . -.,Ulun.Y .--. 
+~LI.*rc*-wu~.&=,. qC- re,,, -*, W * L .  I.". 
i onstrated t h a t  CCT te 
-wmb-- z.qtL." s*-rVTrVT* .?. *\<-rn,,, ,u,,,,,~<,*" __,s*,,,.2,.-.-3* * 
e 
by and 
-. 
e client Sr. gg 
my -. *fie**** 
-**." 
Watson. and ~ c r i b e  the 
case of a mild ly  dicrproseed e ntr The young woman 
began by completing the MMPI and then i n i t i a t e d  a self- 
mod program t h a t  involved increasing honest thoughts and 
feelings. The woman thembegan systematically rewarding 
positive honest statements read whether aloud or to 
hekself. Kaya reports t h a t  a f  Cer two months. @remarkable 
. . .: 
gk%angeu was reflected in the &IMP1 post-test. --Kayaes - 
study complete.ly l acked  experimental ~ - - S , S S S - - -  controls and -.*> data 
-art of the research. 
-_.--.., -------- -.- 
K$%Jrsr relates  that the study is valuable in t h a t  
it dd&cr@$@r a program developed by and adjusted by 
the  cl&i#nt. Kaya recognizes t h a t  the study does 
s at CCT may become an approach t h a t  w i l l  
0 
partidipate in formal therapy, an o p p o r t u n a .  .--+ .to 
~ ( . r * p w . , , " , . , , k ~ F . m , . -  rnnn -*7T..wfl~ -3i--==+- 
m-rni'and Beck (1975) present two case 
studies where cognitive and behavior therapy were 
used in the treatment of depression. Both pat ients  
were pre-tested with the Beck Depression Inventory 
( B D I ) ,  the Hamilton Rating Scale (HRS),  and the Visual 
Analogue Scale ( V b S ) !  and had 
A a- A repeated measures design was used 
with  a pre-test session, 14 trecrtwnt sessions and 
a followup session 1 year after $he pre-test sess ion.  
In the first case a 37 year had I* year 
history of serious depression. : m r f n g  t h i s  time 
. . 
. . 
ECT, medication, and hospi+al izat ion brought no r e l i e f  
of symptoms. Twelve trsatmlr@-sssaihs wi th  cognitive- 
- 
/@--"----"-,-.< 
behavioral therapy were thsn giGver a 4 month /y- -..- -- .-,lllrUw --uc*-"C- ....*... **.*. 
period. 
d----- 
The subject was ass of keeping 
-\
a record of h i e  daily activities, and was. also instructed 
,*- ,-6-m-,v-**-<-. >.&-*A- +---. ----"---.--*-~-----' 
w"+-~~~*;au 
t o  keep rr l ist The process of reviewing h i s  
list w-tth. h i s  w i f e  provided a time in which she could 
d i s c l r s i  t;hr positive activities t h a t  she had recorded. 
This pr~csedure exposed the pa t i en t  to positive statements 
--.r,-. 
also served to confront h i s  cognitive 
~ ~ I ~ E w + ~ ~ ~ . d ~ w ~ W - ~ ~ ~ P L I ~ - f i ~ 4  
---,, 
dietortione - when she labled an activity as positive 
\ ~ ~ * ~ S ? V Y  ~ - ~ t . ~ * I : a , * ? s . ' * * . ~ ~ ~  
-8---w%kah+,&m,* 
After the e ighth  
seseian the depression was a t  normal limits on a l l  
measurere and improvement was sustained at the one 
year followup. 
In t h e i r  second case a 53 year o l d  male w i t h  a 
life his tory of depression was hospitalized after 
a two year period o f  depression. During his last 
episode he received ten treatments o f  ECT without 
a l leviat ion of symptom. The then introduced , 
and then terminated. ' b;ur 
9- 
atment the pa t i en t  
waa inatruoted to keep a lie* e t i  daily activities. 
He and h i s  wife compared -list@ drfly and dis tort ions  
--*k-.\ 
were discussed. The 
P%.. 
0 
t he WPB developing 
F**,, d.. -"%~.u*-:*Kt<. .~*.-~ 
I as treatment progressed. He w - w a . m .  t o  -.- re-re* ++-,,,--.& ---- t h i s  
list daily for the rela~inin#g weeks ~f-..~%h~?rapy. 
-'*---- -.__-_ .-,- -' 
".. - 
An example of one of t h e  statements was **I am starting 
, 
at a l a w  Xavtikl of functioning at my job, but it will 
improve if I persistom . (Ru@hr Khatami and Beck, 1975, 
po 40l)r the depression reduced, t h e  patient returned 
to wor& far the first time in two years. At one 
year rdJowup he was still free of depression on 
a l l  ma@wesO 
Prablem~, in Coverant Control Therapy 
There are 3 najor problems which could mitigate 
the effectiveness of CCT. The first problem with 
'".*----4- ACL** YA">r" , ,C- .~7~~e-~- - -~~  
CCT f o s  the ease w i t h  which therapists can inadvertantly 
-*--Clpl*w\.wlh",.:' * - 5 " - . . " i ~ ~ - . \ ~ - . ~ ' 7 * n ' ~ - * C * ~ ~ - - ~ ~  
cL 
imp088 V ~ L U B  judgemnta on t h e i r  clientso Typically, 
, ~ 5 . - & n b n n n .  -.+*..->w .*c-w c. %x / i * , r p ~ ~ - *  
depressed persons are not willing to, or are not 
capable of, generating a l ist o f  pos i t ive  staWments .' 
Therapis t prompting Ar.viML +-. e8aary. Therapists 
_ &*&-.--L..>4 .--+At-- 
must be very careful at this stage not  t o  make decisions 
- . , - .. , , , ,.scruwc.% .-LA-, c "3. %'-. , uirt.l 
. - in -, . . r l , - . ~ . ~ 2 ~ ~ . 4 n ~ w ~ ~ u . * y r 1 , 1 n n d -  h+.z. ,r*.9., 9.9..-,+... 4 *.*,CT" -c*< "b-* - 
for t h e i r  c l ients  .in t h e  intere 
-=-----*- .+ .- -' . . - $9 . ? .., ".. - .,_ " _ _ _ , ,,, - . , , -" , 
.iJJ ta t ing 
therapyo The therapist and client mcit always 
- -."----,,#.,., 
develop these lists together, and the therapist has 
an ethical  obligation to avoi g his w n  
values onto the client, w l e s  
oyb4@%k.Qf c l i e n t  
*%u% %. 
mo-a-pivkici paticsn. #lost of the therapeutic ..*- , 
- - w . ' - * * r M F Q & d  
of f r e  he retains little c l i e n t  $ n t r a l .  
,w-+h-d_-__,..,m_,-+ _" #-** N.N.N. . ,.-9 ,-- .- ----w---C--, 
$s utiliaed wf%h persistance the c l i e n t  
-.Vt.L----" 
__U_Un44_ 
s~imBinae its use because the occurance o f  early 
- - - r o ~ i r , ~ ~ * * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l r * a . i i i l ~ . + . . ~  -,UI-- 
i s  probable, In the early phases o f  
./. **.-.,-,+,a *1.?-*.-.,-- 
s s i o n ,  ft fs expected that  negative 
s e l i - @ ~ f b m n t s  w i l l  accur with great frequency. 
If a t s  a posi t ive self-statement early 
gble t h a t  it w i l l  be 
~- -w%m7.7 .7 . * -~m~*~ \mw.h3 .a  
fitl lored by a aegatfve statement on at least  a few 
-a :ean.qw7-' . - .-.- -- -.-I - bl'.-+-:>. +*-+-a7.=we.~~ zt+- ,.%,- .%, < ..-+..-, ; , . d s  ,., ,. , % , 
of the ocoasionse When this occurs the verbalized 
, 3 : ; : .  = . -,. . qe ,< I..;rCywt ~ r , . I ~ J ~ A ~ ~ . A W W I ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ - * i ~  .--* 
positive self-statement w i l l  be punished by the negative 
.,.:WQ- - ~ W , W + * * : K ? ~ - " \ ~ ~ M , Y , . , -  LL..L P., , '- 'J- 9wm-&,@@,, w#=*-4(As1FJI*~~~~~~~~~i-:+~evi%;-'*Li(Y"CaYi , :- 
\ 
To amid this dele-, the therapist would need 
- ., ,,*, L C g n . . . ~ - ~ ~ ~ x x . n ~ F F .  #-.*a 9 *,.-- = ) -3 -  *r-,--:. 
.' H'm."*h-=." -q,,r..T-7.t,;l -I '? ,":rn,%.**..v%-&- ., - 
3 ,~r t t ;~~~.&w&i~g+-  the early 
'W. 
stages of them=. SSW@d&pa &fehav&orsl rehearsal could 
Liar with the 
-Y,.*~~.--,-,- -gnm"nrx .;we.,,,_. 
procedure. Par exlmapls, %&a '4$ft@mplert might a s k  the  
c l i e n t  to imagine that he fs gust about to e a t  a 
meal and read h i s  statement cards* The therapist 
would then a s k  the client. t o  play out t h e  e n t i r e  
procedure. This would inarease +he probability t h a t  
when he does verbalize self-statements, i t  would be 
easy and non-threatening. It would seem that  the 
- -  - 
- 
more positive t he  i n i t i a l  experience, the stronger 
e--""--".c-U ---.-,,- 
fore, these i n i t i a l  experiences 
--~-..L.~~~.~ 
---- +^ .. 
l'*h....* 
a -..,-., 
h more r.ea&jstant to the effects 
-"-w--h I " * A u , ~ , Y U W  wc-.(.( ".(Qm;R,Yhhh-aiycI*t&y.Y1%-~a 
of CCT to be discussed 
r a & y ~ - w & C * b : - . d ~ . " ~ ~  
- J c * w ~ i . ~ r & w ,  
ment 
- ~ d c . t h ~ ~ , S , . . . , ~ , h ~  ~ % G 3 ~  t an 
ling h i ~ ~ a l f  are tru%_~na~* ,.,& C&F&J,~@ I 
&?,* m-B-bt -.-- 
z**p+o-< ,-y- r-?z-.-+"-.~- ".I--+-> ~;~~:*--=t*-* 
Negatitrs @elf-setaterments serve a motivating function 
I*, ---.*uB-- 
s~=te-% 
--rU.-_.u.n 
they should not be eliminated if they 
.--mm--L--N -,.+ .-.* -?s..-,*:...~-'-*=-.-*. - . .I..- a- . ., . ,-.- " 
.- - 
- . z*-,- * 
are -d.ac* e n t i z ~ l y . - - ~ a ~ g . @ : %  The person,  is n o t  d is tarting 
-*-..--+,.v.,.*s-, a;v.- .-. - '  ,.-- z* . '-' -s+~'--\~/v.+w,.+,rn~- 
-'-%. 
rea l i ty ,  and h i s  depression is therefore  s t i l l  serving 
. . _ _-. - - . - - - - . rn-  **. - .--." ~'Z','L.V 2 , . . 
- - 
*..-ry-r.., , 
--- - r c *  
.%.,.- 
---'~a. 
an adaptive purpose (Ferster, 1973). This type o f  
,,,, x * r - 4 4 w - * U ~ - , . 1 1 1 - 1 A - V ~ . . # > , ?  - ~ -  - ,. 
- :. -"-..,V<~-~" .*.-,. 
depression i s  probably best treated with training 
, ,. ' 
.' '-5 
in problela solving s k i l l s  (Ferster, 19731 &rf in, * 1972 ). 
Although CCT has some groblear dareas that cauld 
,m.-I---- --w'-+~--r*h* ZIZ1.Z1--<.-~ _ + 
become =. ~erious 
, . , - r --=-- 
controlled with etu~slbht2 *hefrglst  sentrol via a warm 
-, woq&-. *<-,- -qe> -7 --, --,-- -".v.3--- "---~-*-+-+-"~- - 
m*@mpeutic . - relatt-~nshi&!~ t.&gfeontrol strategies 
- - - -  ' '*-rr- -_+. _-C-B;F4,9y- mm"Zt rr;..th,, ,,,- 
" <--. 
allow cl ients  t o  become their own therapists. It 
* ' -- ~-----=w~%+ u-L*+, , .., + . , ,, . ., , * ., ,-. , . , L - . .A - 
requires c l i ent  partiaipation, involvement and action t 
" , , - - = -  *- v--wL+G*v e.w-,w? -+-~~*+,~*w~-,-~ .- 8-fi,@ 
m-**%R&. - 
c l i e n t *  Clients t h a t  follow the sgAg-control strategies 
YYac;i..,5.,~Pw~ar. >-Ari" .". ~*-.,t-+,~s+wu;lrt.~-- W J ~ - ' - ~ ~ ~  
-*.>'* -+s.r,, > ., , < ,. -. 
f --k 
. --..=a?-% 
' -1 . .- 
increase ------- t h e i r '  -..,-wCrC-b.c.c.~ a c t i v i t y  le~~~m,~~.&~e~pfore - . -, increase 
the possibility' of performing a behavior t h a t  can 
?/ .+ -" " -- -" .--->-555 
- r ~ ~ - ~ - .  ,-- _ -, >%. 
...*,>n.. ' ,.h -,, - 
be .-, reinforced. --+*.-~.n--a-.- --A _. -Reinforcements may come from the 
I- .?. - "'++'YI. .r-,.+ .*-S*wYlmb L,, .*(l*G--,-=.. h,r~*..""'-.""Cmi~ ,P," . *Ynh&.A I ) .  
environment, other persons, or from internal . .  
_ -. .L-. 
, -"-.- -,XP?--...-.. . 
-, ,*.:-. ,$-. -,-* -,,*>w,+,v ' -%. .-&*--w -&-----*'= -**' --*-- - .-Y , - %* 
gratificarttion. When the depressed person changes 
those owrersnts which had normally led to overt complaints, 
the Mncy of - arersive behaviors decrease, and the 
---=**--rrs-u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - . * ~ ~ - * - ~ . M - Y . r - - - " ; " . . . .  v. L1"."" wr+-<-), ..,.,,,,... ,.yIL -Jrr, ,,&+,&,mu ,,. 
indivfdaurl then gains further support from the 
-wlr3*-,.b--*z~sn7*n n~hclM-.-nnn.(-e~am ~ I I I ~ - . - ~ Y ~ ~ + L Y Y I ~ ~ - ~ ~ I ~ - . I ~ , ,  4rrrL+.- ~.-'I--~..-*- .-& ,'i,'i'i 
\- -,% 
enviroment. As more and more cognitions change, 
@ ~ C 1 1 ~ c C 5 . 1 ~  .,%...=qCr ,Prvw.~~.A ~,~~~.!.,&p'ii~*i~r~ . ~ * ~ T Q 4 r u . 8 . ~ K U ~ ~ i : P 1 ? ) I . ~ ~ j l ~ d d ~ ' % ~ ~ - ~ n r ~ ~ ~ ~  
the person w i l l  come to observe environmental events 
, m # , & m 7 Y M L . - ' - - - ~  l.r*-,(,, .,,.'."U** N r ,A".. ., , . . r h " ~ * " * m 7 ~ ~ 2 - ~ ~ ~ - 1 * i ~ , w k ~ 1 1 z * . * . ~ * - ~ ' r ~ *  .,1)I%t-7'w 
-? 
with greater accuracy which w i l l  iqcrease the frequency 
-, mrm&w 
K'5BI**rPP-k3*r3*ar-~~.L'*~*-- *'*-*w--,+'---v~.~.*lil,r L..;,*-) )_:&:-*- 
.n,l$ 
of reinfaresable behaviorsc The environmental feedback 
k b - ~ . - + r - ' = - i  -'C PU-~.*C5h-(Y~-v*-* -&- :) f" ~ ~ " . ~ - . ~ 4 , , . > , = ~ r ' ~ ~ ~ * I  ,*- >,- 
' *.' ' -* -. 'a-.,.m%w 
w i l l  in turn reinforce the use of CCT and self- 
41-UU4-7-,'.-x.~p. C-.%ff'-.'? --.+%* w*, - -,,,U&-.J- pp&(,,* ;U_,.LLL 
.'-%*a.<*, 
exploration. As concerns are discusse 
A-4,uhWZ\sAw.".r ..~-o.c~)-~~.I~~.P.~c$~~~~wL~ -*-..,*<CY*-.i.-. -."zr-"-". i a-  
, , fiYYa'iu.~ ~.~.ww~,d,,~~,~'pr'pr'IY44 A,ws yhi'i'7hI( &>>i222 
lored, the 
. i--- ad "**--: 1. s ~ ~ f i ~ ~ c 4 ; * ~  .- 
and therefore . w i l l  be better able to choose ef fect ive  
alternatives in the future. 
As reported in TFuax and Cerkhuff (1967) Human 
Relation skills received t h e i r  fimt reoognition w i t h  
Carl Roger's (1957) paper on gary and 
Sufficient Conditions of Therapy." ,.&geyss s&ated t h a t  
these conditions were empathy, non-passaasive warmth 
and genuiness. Truax and Carkhuff began to examine t h e  
efficacy o f  Human Relation s k i l l s  for the establishment . 
* of a therapeutic relationship; They a l s o  began 
operationalizing these s k i l l s  while working with Rogers 
at the University o f  Wisconsin (Truax and Carkhuff @ 
1969; Gaada, 1973). This line of research began with 
a search f o r  the common therapist s k i l l s  that  consistantly 
led to the  establis nt of a warm therapeutic relation- 
s h i p  and in turn, olhm% iagrovement. The search led 
to an approach tho% hefps the client grow through 
examining his problems in terms of h i s  own perceptual 
(phenomenologf cal). f i e l d  a Six additional core dimensions 
were added to Rogers ' empathy, non-possessive warmth, and 
genuinesst they were: respect, concreteness, congruence, 
self-disclasure, immediacy, and confrontation. 
Evidence for the validity of the core dimensions can 
'be found in T T U ~ X  and Carkhuff (1969) and Hefele and 
Hurst ( 1972 ) a Once the core dimensions were enumerated, 
Truax and Carkhuff developed standardised scales which 
served for both assessment and training t he  s k i l l s .  
In addition, they developed a rationale for the use 
of these intervention s k i l l s  (Oazda, 1973). 
The core Dimensions of Helping 
Truax and Carkhuff developed and standardized 
the core dimension scales so that one could learn to 
distinguish between the hurtful use of these dimensions 
and the most beneficial use o f  these core elements. 
For the purpose of t h i s  review, the dimensions w i l l  
be labled and a br ief  summary of the h ighe r  level 
components of each scale w i l l  be discussedc For a 
more extensive explanation of the dimensions, see 
Truax an4 bhwtf (1969) and Cazda (1973). 
Empthyt Rssponding to the c l i en t  so as to commun- 
icate t h a t  the therapist  understands the 
client beyond the client's l eve l  of 
immediate awareness* The therapist 
focuses on underlying feelings and 
relates the content issues so as to 
add deeper meaning to the affect level .  
Both content and affect  match the c l ients  
perceptions exactly (Gazda, 1973). 
Respectt Responding to the c l i en t  in such a way 
t h a t  demonstrates that t h e  therapist 
is willing tar 1) take the r i s k  of 
being hurt, 2 )  make sacrifices,  and 
3 )  -allow the c l i ent  to be comfortable 
in being himsel f .  The purpose of 
providing respect is to al low t h e  
client to experience himself as a 
valued ind i v i d w i l  (Gazda, 1973 ) . 
Warmthr The therapist gives the c l i e n t  h i s  
complete and undivided attention 
while listening1 and is willing t o  
alter his physical proximity t o  the 
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c l i e n t  or t o  make physical  contact  t o  
demonstrate his acceptance of the client 
(Gazda, 1973). 
Concreteness8 The therapist responds to the 
client in such a way as to e l i c i t  
spec i f ic i ty  from him. The therapist 
actively models spec i f i c i ty  by clarifying 
vague or abstract statements. This 
dimension a l s o  includes therapist 
activities such a s  summarizing the  client's 
concerns and statements so as t o  make 
them more manageable (Gazda, 1973). 
\ 
Oeriuinessr The therapist allows h i s  verbal arid 
non-verbal messages to be congruent 
with what he ac'tually feels ,  whether. 
positive or negative. They are not 
restricted , but are instead channeled 
honestly in a way that i s  constructive 
and that strengthens the therapeutic 
relationship (Gazda, 1973). 
Self-Disclosure, The therapist volunteers relevant 
information about h i s  own l i f e  experiences, 
ideas, and feelings to the client. 
The therapist does this even when it 
involves a r i s k  on h i s  part  (Cazda, 1973). 
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Confrontation t The therapist points out discre- 
panales that he has noticed during the 
therapeutic encounters, and explores 
with the c l i e n t  where these discrepan- 
cies lead. Theae discrepancies are 
discussed direc t ly  and firmly, y e t  in a 
sanstru~ tive manner (Gazda, 1973 ) . 
Corzgmance t The therapist  behaves 5n a manner 
that is congruent with  h i s  feelings. 
He both models t h i s  and e l i c i t s  it , 
from the  client (Gbizda, 1973). 
Immediacy 8 The therapist discuscsss the therapeutic 
relationship as it e x i s t s  at that specific 
moment in time, H e  is honest y e t  con- 
stmo. t ive  with h i s  feelings and manages 
to keep them current (Gazda, 1973). 
The Effect of Human, Rela-Skils 
According to Gazda (1973) and &an (1975) the 
ultimate effect  of using. fiumkn. Relation s k i l l s  is t h a t  
it helps  the c l i e n t  generaw more effective behavior. 
The specific goals of therapy are determined by t h e  
therapist and client oollectlvelyo The therapist 
provides the environment, via the relationship, t h a t  
enables the c l i ent  to explore h i s  inner self, to 
come to know and understand himself, and then to 
choose the appropriate 'behavior changes or action 
programs (Gazda, 1973 ):. The ref lect ive  listening 
process allows the c l i ent  to'experiment w i t h  new 
approaches of 'problem solving and relating to others* 
The genuine feedback that he receives gives the client 
the  opportunity to' evaluate accurately those attempts. 
If the client wishes to  internalize these new approaches, 
he may do so, or he can choose to  continue experimenting. 
The therapeutic relationship allows the c l i e n t  t o  experi- 
ment continuously within a secure, genuine atmosphere, 
one that also provides instant feedback (Gazda, 1973)@ 
According t o  Martin (l9?2), depression is only 
one of several possible symptdgls for an anxiety based 
neurosis. He explains that the neurotic conflict 
manifests itself by anxiety, self-depreciating thoughts, 
and a lowering of self-esteem. He claims t h a t  an 
individual's thoughts, acts, and impulses become 
cues f o r  anxiety because they are croncurrently punished 
when certain behaviors are Once a person's 
thoughts become a source of anxiety, avoidance strategies 
begin to be used, and therefare the individual's 
problem solving repertoire is reduced drastically. 
Confl ic t  becomes symptomatic when the individual  attempts 
t o  perform two or more incornpatable responsesb at the 
same timeo 
Martin (1973) enumerates Dollard and W l l a r ' s  
four types of confl ict;  approach-approach, avoidance- 
avoidance, approach-avoidance, and double approach- 
avoidance. Approach-approach conflict occurs when 
an individual has chosen two goals that are incornpatable 
with one anothero By choosing one goal the individual 
will lose access t o  the other goal. Martin explains that 
t h i s  conflict is typically resolved when some factor 
"tips the scales to  favor a particular goal." (Martin, 
1972, p. 34). Avoidance-Avoidance conflict refers to 
the situation where both goals are aversive and the 
individual must choose between them. Avoiding one 
goal in this type of conflict automatically results i n  
approach towards the other goal. Individualar usually 
resolve this type of conflict by fleeing the situation 
entirely. The third type o f  conflict is approach- 
avoidance. This type of conflict is extremely 
destructive. It occurs when a specif ic  goal is both 
desired and feared a t  the same. time. The fourth 
type of c o n f l i c t ,  double approach-avoidance is a 
more complex version of approach-avoidance conf l ict .  
This conflict is the one mast commonly experienced 
and results  when several alternatives are available 
for approach and each of those alternatives has feared 
aspects as well (Martin, 1972). 
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Martin's model explains intervention as a method 
of counter-conditioning noxious thoughts. Avoidance 
of these thoughts prevents the individual  from seeing 
the entire situation 'and thus  reduces h i s  problem 
solving effectiveness. Frequently, the very thought 
of attempting t o  solve a problem leads to avoidance 
behavior. This results in an avoidance pattern that 
even inhibits thoughts concerning problem solution. 
Through the use of the core s k i l l s  the therapis t  
forces the client to experience these noxious thoughts. 
Empathic responding helps  t h e  c l i e n t  explore those 
thoughts t h a t  are difficult to deal with. Advanced 
accurate empathy is used to help t h e  c l i e n t  verbalize 
those thoughts and feel ings t h a t  are most d i f f i c u l t  
f o r  the c l i e n t  to express. This process helps the 
c l i e n t  move closer to problem resolution, but it 
does so in a warm, secure, and understanding environmento 
The therapeutic relationship serves as a counter- 
conditioning agent by providing this environment. 
The noxious thoughts soon loose their anxiety provoking 
quality, and instead become paired with warm, secure 
feel ings.  When the client can a'gain experience these 
:! thoughts he i s  able to increase his problem solving 
- 
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repertoire. Therefore, c l i e n t  self-exploration helps  
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t o  alleviate depression-in two major wayst 1) it 
counter-conditions the aversive feelings that  have 
become attached to in%emalfsed thoughts, and 2 )  it 
increases a person's ability to react successfully 
in the environment a 
Subjects 
The subjeob cansisted of 30 volunteer psychology 
undergraduates, 13 males and 17 females. A request 
for volunteers was made in all introductory level 
psychology classes by the instructor.  A l l  30 
.volunteers were pre-tested and then randomly assigned 
to groups. No attempt was made to match subjects 
by common demographic data or on any other variables 
other than sex, age, and-marital status.  In addit ion,  
the subjects were blind to  the experimental hypotheses. 
Instrumentation . 
The measures chosen, for this study were the  
MAACL and the WIWlPI "DM scale (see appendices A & B). 
As reported by Kelly (1971) the NlAACL was developed 
by Zucherman and Lubin in 1965, It is an extension 
of the Affect Adject ive  Check List and measures three 
affect dimensionst hostility, anxiety, and depression. 
-, 
Only the depression dirnensipn was utilized f o r  this 
study. ThelIAACL consists of 132 adjectives and it 
. 
comes i n  two forms, the *Todayw form and the "In 
Generalw farm. The "TodayY form was designed as a 
s ta te  rather than a trait measure and was. the form 
chosen for t h i s  study. The split-half coefficient 
f o r  the "Todayw form is .9Z (E < .01) f o r  college etuaents . 
Retest reliability for the *Todayu farm is relatively 
low (.21). Zucherman and Lubin (1965) s t a t e  t h a t  
low retest reliability for t h i s  measure is acceptable 
since it is a s t a t e  measure. Retest reliability is 
.79 for psychiatric patient groups indicating that 
the measure does reliably measure s t a t e  depression. 
The MMPI consists of 566 statements that cover a 
variety of subjects . The test-retest reliability 
coefficients for the *BU scale (when assessed with the 
ent i re  inventory) are .77 and .66 for nomale, and 
.80 for psychiatric patients  atha ha way % ~ c k i n l e y ,  
1967). The MMPI WDw scale consis-ta of 60 items. 
There is l i t t l e  data available t ha t  indicates whether 
t he  MMPI YD" scale is sufficiently valid when used 
without the e n t i r e  inventory. Hathaway and McKinley 
(1940) suggest that the IMPT i s  valid regardless of 
whether items are added or removed, but t h e i r  claims 
are not substantiated with empirical evidence. 
Perkins and Goldberg ( 1964) evaluated the contextual 
effects of the MMPI, and found t h a t  contextual 
alterations of the instrument has l i t t l e  ef fect  on 
initial administrations . They did,  however, f ind  
tha t  repeated administrations resulted in artificial 
score Improvements. It was assumed, however, that 
a r t i f i c i a l  improvements would remain stable across 
groups, and therefore would be sufficiently valid for 
the between group comparison purposes of t h i s  researchr 
Materials 
1. Ninety MRACL answer 'forms (Today). 
2. Thi r ty  3x5 cards. 
3. One Hundred and eighty 5x8 cards c u t  i n t o  
quarters 
4. Thir ty  individual permission and relearsbt farms. 
5. Twenty handouts o f  40 almp;le self;@tatements. 
6. Twenty handouts of instructions f o r  Experimental 
-0UPS. . 
7. Two jigsaw puzzles. 
8. One therapist instructian manual. 
9. One caset te  reco.rder& 
10. Eight 60 minute casset'te tapes. 
Procedure 
The instructors for in t roductory psychology 
courses requested volunteers for research (see Appendix C).  
The nature of the research was briefly outlined, t o  the 
class ,.. at t h i s  time. Arll volunteers were given *a time 
and place t o  meet for pre-testing an& grouping. During 
this first meeting the experimenter intradudsd himself 
and distr ibuted the W C L  and MMPI *DM acales. 
The 8ubjects were instructed t o  f i l l  o u t  the inforsletion 
requested by the t e s t  and t o  follow the t e s t  inatruo tions . 
The experimenter then collected the W C L  and f 
t e s t  forma when they were completed. The experimenter 
then asked the subjects t o  provide demographic data, 
information regarding previous therapy or counseling 
experiences, and cloaa schedules on 3x5 cards provided. 
The experimenter8s asaiatant then aasigned eubjects t o  
groups according t o  the free time slots noted on their 
demographic data cards The experimenter cursorally 
examined the demographic data t o  insure that there 
was a relatively random mixture of individuals across 
age and marital status in each Upon a more 
thorough examination after the subjects were dismissed 
no additional imbalance was found. The subjects 
were then separated according to the i r  groups and 
d i d  not meet as a single unit again. After the 
separation was complete, information and release 
forms were dis tr ibuted ,  signed and collected 
(see Appendices D, El & F). The subjects in each treat- 
ment group were randomly divided into 2 subgroups of 
5 persons each. Each subgroup was given s time, date 
and place t o  meet f o r  their first treatment session 
and were then dismissed .  
Each Experimental group met f o r  45 minutes onae 
per week (for 4 weeks) with the' same therapist .  Only 
one therapist participated in t h i s  study. The Control 
group met for 45 minutes once per week (for 4 weeks)  
wi th  no therapist present. A l l  subjects were post 
tested on the W C L  and MMPI "Dm scale at the bginning  
of their fourth session. After the post tes ts  were 
collected the subjects were given one additional date 
(30  days later) to meet for followup testing and de- 
briefing (see Appendices G & H) 
Experimental Grou~ I (Consisting of 2 subgroups 
o f  5 members each)* Experimental group I received 
CCT in the absence of a warm therapeutic relationship. 
The therapist delivered the CCT assignment and ran the 
group in  a d i d a c t i c  manner (see Appendix I ) .  He 
avoided interpersonal discussions of  feelings or 
confl icts  (see Appendix J for manual of instructions 
for  Experimental ~ r o u p s  ). In addition, each group 
member f i l l e d  out a self-report questionaire a t  the 
beginning of each session (see Apptrzdix K). 
Experimental Group II (Consisting of 2 subgroups 
of 5 members each). Experimental group II received 
CCT instruction (see Appendix I) while involved in a 
warm therapeutic relationship wi th  a theragis t cind 5 
other group members. In order to develop a warm 
therapeutic relationship the therapist demonstrated 
high levels o f  human relationship skills as defined 
by Carkhuff and Berenson (1977) and Gazda (1973) 
(see Appendix J). In addition, each group member 
f i l l e d  out a self-report questionaire at  beginning 
of each session (see Appendix K). 
Control Group (Consisting of 2 subgroups of 5 
members each). The *Control group was given the structured 
task of working on a jigsaw puzzle. They were instructed 
to complete as much of the puzslr 6s possible in the 
45 minute period. In addition, W y  were told that no 
single members' performance would be measured i n  any 
way. The Control group received no treatmento They 
met 45 minutes once per week, for four weeks, just as 
the 2 Experimental groups, but had no therapist 
present. The same individual who functioned as t he  
"therapist* i n  the experimental groups provided approx- 
imately 5 minutes of brief instructions to t h i s  group 
as to how they were to function during the remainder 
of t h e i r  4 scheduled meetings. A t  the beginning of 
group meetings number 2 and 3 the Control  groups were 
given their puzzles and were instructed to assemble 
them as a group. On the fourth session the group 
members were post  tested prior to working on their 
t a s k  
C_bunselor One Ph. D counselor provided treatment 
to all subjects. Prior t o  seeing the Experimental 
subjects, the  counselor underwent an intensive. briefing 
session where he was instructed how. to i ~ t e m c t  with 
the subjects in each of the two treatment conditions. 
In addition, he received a manual of guidelines to 
study and adhere to during the experiment. 
The Counselor was instructed t o  tape all treatment 
sessions. Random segments of these tapes were reviewed 
by an expert consultant after completion of the study 
in order t o  establish whether the.experimenta1 conditions 
were maintained. The consultant determined t h a t  there 
was no evidence of deviation from the prescribed 
guidelines. In addition, the counselor was blind ta the 
i 
specific objectives and hypotheses of t h i s  study. 
CHAPTER 111 
Results 
We-Treatment ANOVA Across All Groups 
To t e s t  for differences in mood level  among 
groups prior to treatment, one-way analyses of variance 
were performed on W C L  and MMPI scores. The results  
of the analyses indicated that  there were no significant 
differences among groups prior t o  treatment 
as measured by the WIACL (l?= J 6 #  df= 24, 2 )  &5)t  
and the MMPI *D" scale (_= @23, - df= 24, p).05) 
(see Table 1). 
Pos t-Treatment ANOVA Across A l l  Groups 
Separate one-way analyses of variance were performed 
on post-test  MAACL and MMPI scores across the 2 
treatment and 1 control groups. It was found t h a t  
the groups were significantly di f ferent  at post-test 
on the MAACL (E.: 3,44, df= 24, 2 < . 0 5 ) .  There was not ,  
however, a significant post-teet difference between 
groups as measured by the !'@!#PI (F= - 3.08, df= 24, 
.05(~(1.0) (see Table 2) ,  
Source 
Between 
Groups 
Within 
Groups 
Source 
Between 
Groups 
Within 
Groups 
Tota l  
Table .I 
Analyses of Variance 8 
Table 2 
Analyses of Variance, 
Pas t-Tes t 
Source 
Between 
Groups 
Within 
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Tota l  
Source 
Between 
Groups 
Within 
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Total 
One-way analyses of variance were performed on 
followup test  W C L  and I scores. The groups were 
not found to  b. akgniiieanntly dffferent at followup 
on either measure (MAACLa g= 2.96, == 24, E) . O 5 ,  
MluapI, @ 3.07, g= 24, E ) . 05 )  (see Table 3 ) .  
Multi-risoa of Group D i f f  e r e n m  
Based on the significant ANOVA from post-test W C L  
scares, a Least Squares Difference post hoe analysis was! 
perf'ormeb. The results indicate tha t  there was a signif- 
icant difference between the experimental group with the 
"relatfonahip* oondition and the "controlw group (4 (24) = 
7.22, g <.OS). 'Phere was not, however, a significant 
difference between the "without relationship* condition 
and the control group (3 (24) = 6.00,  . 0 5 < ~ < 1 . 0 ) .  
Correlation of MAACL and MMPf "Dm Scale Scores 
Mood s ta te  ( W C L )  was correlated with mood trait 
(MMPI) in an attempt t o  determine whether the two 
measures were measuring different dimensions of depression. 
It was found tha t  post-test scores correlated highly 
(rxy= 066 ,  $ ( 2 5 )  = 4.39. E <.001) while pre-test and 
followup scores correlated less highly (rxyr .49, 2 (25) = 
2.81, 2 <.01; and rxy= .42, 4 (25) = 2.31, p < . O 5 ) .  
Source 
of Variance a 
- 
Between 
Groups 
Group 
Source 
Bezween 
Groups 
Within 
Groups 
Total 
Group Means Over Time 
Table 4 re f l ec t s  that the *with relation8hipM 
group mean on the MAACL (10.33) was muoh smaller 
than the Uwithout relationship* group (14.33) and the 
control group (14.11) on the same measure. This was 
not  the case, however, f o r  the MMPI pre-test mans. 
While h o t  statistically significant, the trend 
suggests that the Wwithout relationship* group %@pr@ved 
more than the "with relationship* group as measured , 
by the MMPI at both post-test  and followup. 
The "without relationshipU group's pre-test mean 
(MAACL) was 14.33 and changed to 8.22 at post-test6 
The "with relationshipW graup's pre-test mean o f  1'0.33 
changed to 7.0. While the @'with relationship* poet- 
test mean was numerically smaller than the *without 
relationship* group's mean, it appe.ars that the greatest 
to ta l  change occured in  the "without relationship" 
group, 
mble 4 
Group W6-e -&ti& Standard Deviations 
Pest Followup 
CHAPTER IV 
Discussion 
The results of t h i s  experiment provfdsd mixed 
support for the main questions under investfgati~n. 
Of the two instruments used (MAACL and WPI "Da 
scale)  only the MAACL detected a significant difference 
between groups at the post-test measurement period. 
The CCT "with relationshipu condi t ion was found to 
be significantly different from the contro l  group 
at post  testing. The Wwith relationshipY conaitian 
experienced significant mood elevation. 'Thgr@- were no 
significant differences identified at 4?ellowup 
testing, however. 
The purpose of th i s  study was t o  answer the following 
-questions t
1. Is CCT treatment signfficantly effective 
in elevating mood as compared to a no 
no treatment control group? 
2. Is CCT treatment with the addition of a 
warm therapeutic relationship significantly 
effective in elevating mood as compared to 
a no treatment control group? 
3. Is CGT with the Yrelationshipu condition 
eilgniPicantly .more effectfw than CCT without 
tthb' "relationshipw in elevating mood? 
!?i!As& 
With respect to. question 1, it was predicted t h a t  
CCT w ~ u l d  be efSec$fve in elevating Ymood* even in 
the absence o f  a %kenapeutic relationship. Surpri~ingLy, 
t h i s  prediction was not supported by the present data. 
With respect to question 2,  it was found t h a t  
only CCT in conjunction with a therapeutic relation- 
ship was laore effective than no trsatnmnt ($ (24). 
= 7.22, p ( . 0 5 ) .  The MAACL saores d i d  hdkcatr sul. 
elevation of mood f o r  the  CCT ?without mlsltianahipm 
condition, but the diff6rencl.s was not  significant 
(see Table 4 ) .  r 
PMP3 
-
MMPI scores did no t  indicate t ha t  treatment was 
more effective than no t~ea%mptt when dealing w i t h  
mood elevationo 
It js important t o  note, however, that  although 
MBlPI scores d i d  not indicate a significant difference 
between the groups1 they d i d  in some cases conflict 
with the results of the W C L  scores. Th.e dtscrepancy 
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between reeultrr on the lYWIPI and the W C L  was unexpected. 
The WMPI seeram indicate a mod elevating trend for 
the "without relationshipw group at both post- and 
followup Gsting, while only a minute trend in mood 
elevation far thr, Srith relationship" condition. 
While hat @ t r f i s t i a ~ ~  arfgniiicant at the 2 < .05 
leval, the trend icr conrristant and therefore deserve8 
some speculation. 
The data trend suggests that  the warm therapeutic 
relationship d id .  not effect those variables such as, 
client. .trus%, motivationr conflict resolution, and 
treatment uffec tiveneaa as expected . It was expee ted 
that the -with relationehip" condition would generate 
greater motivation, tmrtp conflicf re@olutionr and 
treatment e f i e c t i ~ m w  tWn m.dld. %he CCT *without 
relationshipm condition. ft r a s  rl8o expected that 
these diiferencee .would be rsZZeo4a;sd through greater 
mood elevation as meaaured,by both of the critical 
measures. The data trend does not support t h i s  
hypothesis. The *counselora , .however, noted on many 
occasions that the *with relationship" group nas 
more prepared, and maintarinad 8 more serious approaoh 
toward the CCT procedure than did  the "without relation- 
ehip* condition. The measure epecif ical ly  designed t o  
assess changes in truat and motivation was deemed useless 
for several reasons. F i r s t ,  many of the subjects 
were observed estimating the requested infarartion 
rather than actually computing, Second, some subjects 
failed t o  complete the forms# and third,  some of the 
forms were-not.$umed in as directed at the completion 
of the sessions. More careful experimental control 
could have alleviated this problem but the error was 
not detected until after some of the groups had 
already completed t h e i r  second  session^ Unquestionably, 
this missing data could have clarified some of the 
apparent conflict su~rounding the interpretation of the 
data. 
When reviewing both the data trend and. the 
oounseloras observations, it appears that the CCT 
"without relationehip* oondition resultad in mood 
elevation as detected not only by the W C L ,  but 
the W I  *DU scale ae well. While not reflecting 
mood elevation on the W I  *Dm scaler the CCT "with 
relationship* group demonstrated greater mood c h w e s  as 
measured by behavioral observatian. Upon reviewing 
t h i s  information, it appears as though the CCT "without  
relationahipa condition might have simply improved 
the subjectsa ability t o  *repressH (avoid aversive 
thoughts ) , -aa opposed t o .  aetual mood change. The 
aoounselor? em behavioral observations suppor3 th i s  
eonteation in.that no instanoes of behavioral change 
were noted for the "without relationship" group. 
The W I  is based on intrapsychic theory and would 
therefore be most sensitive to changes in t h i s  intra- 
psychic mechanism. 
The "with relati onship* condition focused on 
conflict resolution as opposed t o  aversive thought 
avoidance. This particular treatment would most l i k e l y  
effect honest self-disclosure and self-awareness 
while not improving repression at all. On an intra- 
psychic measure such as the MMPI, i m p r o ~ d  self-  
awareness might in fact appear as though the subject 
- 4 
was incapable of effectively repressf'fi:& painful 
impulses. Again the behavioral obsemrrtioncl . . mde 
by the *eouneelorm support thia contention sin08 many 
behavioral changes such as spontaneous goaitive se l f -  
statements, frequent smiles, and csnthusiaetic participa- 
tion, were noted for the "with irelationship* group. 
Obvioue behavior changes were noted without concurrent 
changes on the MWI '3'' scaler 
The *with relationehip* aondition was designed t o  
achieve mood elevation in conjunction with confl ict  
resolution. This condition demonstrated s hgnif icant 
mood change (as measured by the WAACL) in addition 
t o  noted behavioral changes. Although not substantiated 
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with empirical evidenea, !@be% ?oounaelor a s " behavioral 
observations suggeet that subject trust and subject 
motivation, d i d  ac tuallg isprove as originally expected. 
This observation becomas at oritical importance when 
considering the fnplication t o  the c l in ica l  setting. The 
observation euggemta a t  a cl ient  will be more l ike ly  
t o  complete and follmv through with.  CCT when it is 
delivered in conjtmofion with a warm therapeutic 
relationship. 
It is poesiblo 4&at 4% above interpretation 
suffioiently explains the arts. 'Phere are other 
factam, however, tkrtC eqjgipst that the data itself 
could. be misleading due t a  the preeence of other 
extraneous variables a 'Phe foUorhg dfacurrrion 
enumerates and explores thoee ;hetom. 
The dependent vrrrirbla fn this study was mood. 
2 
Two measuree, the .MAACL and the MBlPI aDn acale were 
choeen t o  assess mood change. The W C L  was chosen as 
a measure of mood *stateM while the MltIPI was chosen 
as a secondary measure. When considering the discrepancy 
between 'the two measures several possible explanations 
come t o  mind. F i r s t ,  there is l i t t l e  empirical research 
on the v a l i d i t y  o f  tho WPI @'Dm scale when used independ- 
ly of the entire prof i l e a  Hathaway and McKinley (1940) 
~pei?ulated and proposed that items could be added or 
removed from the test without any marked effects. 
Perkins and Goldberg (1964) empirically etudiad the 
contextual effects of the W I  and found that contextual 
deviations including the isolation of a ainglr scale, 
has l i t t l e  effect on scores for i n i t i a l  presentations. 
They did find, however, that retest  effects posed 
some problem. They found that patients8 scpres improved 
with each additional retest.  Perkins and Goldberg, 
explain t h i s  trend towards improvement as a ahange in 
the approach t o  the t a s k .  Patients in&.tially concentrate 
an each question and answer accordingly. Perkins 
and Goldberg euggest that on future occasions , the 
patients become bored and tend t o  respond t o  the 
aocial desireability aspects of the questions. 
Therefore, it is conceivable that the retest process 
alone results in apparant improvement. With respect 
t o  th i s  preeent research, the CCT *with relationshipw 
group would have been less ausceptable t o  t h i s  retest 
effect since the focus of their treatment was on 
honest self-disclosure and improved 'self-awareneas. 
On the other hand, the CCT "without relationship* 
condition was most susceptable to  this retest effect 
since their treatment d i d  not focue an honest se l f -  
disclosure and improved self-awareness, As discussed 
earlier in t h i s  paper, CCT delivered without the addition 
of a warm, therapeutic relationship mereky 11.eults in 
thought avoidance and inhibition. The very .& L - a h i r e  - of 
. . ;;qt",v", -
.Xk  A%*=:,- 
this treatment may have even accelerated ti0 reteat . 
effect  for this.group. In light of . t h i s  ilniormationr 
it is impossible t o  d i s m i s s  the poss ib i l i t y  that  thq -+ A,r- 
. i :  A 8.. - - A 
- . 8:- . 
use of the lsolated MMPI "DM scale may have been inwl$d 
- 8  5 
under the conditions of this study. 
Second, both measures chosen were su~ceptab1e t o :  
response setcr. On the W C L ,  specifically, subjects ' 
would respond to as many or as few stimulua wards as 
desired.  On both measures, subjects could intentionally 
avoid checking negative stimulus words in an attempt 
t o  present themselves in a more positive light. 
In sum, subjects' acores could be dependent upon how 
honest or disclosing they chose t o  be. When choosing 
the measures t o  be wed for t h i s  research it was assumed 
that response seta would remain stable .  The conflicting 
results, however, suggest that  response sets may not  
have been stable as assumed. 
Third, the MMPI is a "trait" measure as opposed 
t o  a "statew meaaure. That is, it purportedly measures 
enduring, stable personality characteristics ae opposed 
t o  current mood awareness. It is probable that  two 
dirrerent facits o r  mood were measured. Supporting 
this conclusxon is data  presented by Zucherman and Lubin 
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(1965). They present correlations of .49 for MAACL 
and MMPI 9" scale scores for males and .41 for 
females. When a Pierson product moment correlation 
was performed it was found that for th i s .  .study 
and MMPI "D* scale soores were moderately (g < .05 )  
oorrelated at pre- (&8 )  and followup (.42) tecrting, 
but were more highly correlated ( ~ ( . 0 0 1 )  at poatd 
testing ( . 6 6 ) .  It is probable therefore, that the 
MAACL and MMPI *DU scale were, i n  fact, measuring 
different dimenaione of mood. 
In the event the MMPI was a v a l i d  indication of 
mood change and if the above mentioned variables did 
not interact as suggested 1 then the results would 
suggest that CCT i e  most effective when the relationship 
aspect i a  absent. In an attempt to clarify t h i s  confusion, 
the experimenter examined the verbal and written 
statements expressed by the sub jmts throughout the 
course of the study. Several subjects wrote statements 
on their weekly self-report form, while others verbally 
expressed feelings during f ollowup t es  tinge These 
statements were not catalogued in a consistant and 
controlled manner, but when rmviewed suggested that the 
CC'P "with relationship* codit ion was more effective than 
the CCT "without relationehip" condition in eliciting 
spontaneous 8 tatementa Several subjects from the 
"with relationship* group expressed highly possitive 
feelinga, ie. "1 find nyaelf feeling really good on 
'Puesdays, a l l  dayl'r *I've been thinking super positive 
before I eat, the thoughts j u ~ t  pop out in rip mind a; 
"I've found a new borfriend because of this study, 
I've been more fun t o  be around." 
.In only one case b id  a subject from the *withoat 
relationship" group spontaneously verbalize an elated 
or especially positive statement. This person stated, 
*I think 1% happier now than before this study began." 
Verbal statement8 from the *contro&* group were 
either neutral or negative, ie. "I had t o  withdraw 
from my p~ychology claee because I just  c m q t  get 
myself in @arew; "1 fee l  really crappr today.'; 
"Here we are, another day with the jigsaw puezles!". 
The written and verbalised statements appear t o  support 
the WULCL results as oppuaed t o  the MMPI "Dm scale 
results.  
Limitations 
As the research progressed eeveral problems 
developed that could easily have af feoted the results. 
The first problem that developed was in the grouping 
procedure. Originally, only the 30 most depressed 
aubjects were t o  be ueed in the study. Unfortunatelyr 
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only a total of 30 subjects volunteered an8 -refore 
they had t o  be randomly assigned regardlees of' pre-test 
depression scores. The second problem that developed 
waa in the. sampling prooobura. f t mi# de6ibM 
the absolute atinimal sample eirre..for a stuQy of  t h i s  
design was 27 subjects. Only 30 subjects volunteered 
but only 27 of these subjects completed the stuby. 
Three subjecte were not able -to complete the study for 
a variety of reasona. One subject from the control 
group died during the aecond week of the study, one f r o m  
the *without relationahipm group had t o  be hospitalized 
for a kidney infection, and one subject from the #with 
relationshipa group promised t o  attend but never did .  
In each case of discontinued involvement, the reason8 
for the eubjectao abaence .was withheld f r o m  other 
group members in order t o  avoid any contaminating 
effects. For example, had sub jeots learned that one 
of their fel low group mearbers had died ,  they might 
have increased their relationehip involvement due t o  
t h i s  extraneous stimulus , while the other groups 
would not have had t h i s  potential cohesiveness building 
experience. In addition, group mood may have been 
artificially depressed due to knowledge of a fellow 
group members misfortune. 
A third problem was that a large number of 
0 
sub jeots contracted the flu during the research period. 
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Several of the subjects were heavilly medicated during 
the  followup test. Surprisingly, none of' the control 
group subjects contracted the f l u  and this could have 
had a bearing an their responses t o  the measarement 
deviaes. It was d i f f i c u l t  for the * s i c k a  subjects in 
the tw6 treatment groups t o  respond positively t o  the 
BaAACL which requests the subjects t o  check adjectives 
which desoribe how they f e e l  *todaym. Thus aeome at  
follow-up could have been artificially depressed f a r  
this reason. 
THO mador design flawe were encountered during 
the atudy. . The first. problem was that the CCI! "with 
relationehip" condition had an insufficient ntugber 
of aessions~ in which t o  establish a well grounded 
relationship w i t h  the group leader and the group members. 
The first session was introductory and only two actual 
treatment seseions remained (the fourth aession was 
used for post-testing). Many group member8 never 
had an opportunity t o  deal with their feelings, 
although they were able to  be supportive of their 
peers. As a reeult of this  trial inadequacy the 
CCT "with relationshipU group may not have experienced 
as much conflict resolution ea was expected. 
The second design problem was that  subjects in 
the "with relationshipm condition learned t o  become 
more honestr disclosing, and less af'raid t o  deal with 
negative feelings as well as learning t o  inomaee positive 
feelings. It is probable that these Bubjscts were aore 
i 
willing t o  label these aversive feelings on the f 
and MBACL, and therefore If -ratings m i g h t  
not indicate their overall mood gains. A measure 
that would not have been negatively influenced with 
increases in abf l i t y  t o  disclose honestly should 
have been included in the assessment process. Unfortunate- 
ly, none of the meaaures investigated for t h i s  study woulil 
have been adequate for t h i s  purpose. Behavioral 
measures such as number of poeitive spontaneious 
statements, number of canvereations initiated, reapoxme 
tid, and number o.$ $g~& l$~ ,  Tr. ., observed might -be ueeful 
r .  
additional criteria. - . -  
F i r n l l y ,  it is' 't&p6r-nt to remember that t h i s  
study is an analogue study and this has an effect on 
the generieability of the results.  In this study 
specifically, generalizability is diminished due 
t o  the small number of subjecte, it i s  clear, however, 
that for  a college population, CCT in conjunction with 
a therapeutic relationship is effective in elevating 
mood, o r  decreasing depression as long as treatment is 
maintained. Due t o  the limitation8 of t h i s  study, it 
is impossible t o  determine how much treatment would 
83 
be necessary t o  have laeting reeultsr It is recommended 
that future research be- directed a t  followup assessment 
so as t o  determine the optimal length of treatment 
for the most lasting results. 
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A&.L RIGHTS RESgRMEb 
1 0 active 
2 adventurous 
3 0 aff63cttonate 
4 0 afraid 
5 0 agitated 
6 fJ agmable 
7 ~aggpeas ive  
8 0 alive 
9 0 done 
10 amiable 
11 ~anrused 
12 angry 
13 rjanmyed 
14 0 awful 
15 obshful 
16 [3 bitter 
17 0 blue 
18 0 bored 
19 calm 
20 0 cautious 
21 0 cheerful 
22 clean 
23 [7 complaining 
24 a contented 
25 contrary 
26 0 cool 
27 cooperative: 
28 Cj critical 
29 13 cross 
30 acme1 
31 0 daring 
32 a desperate 
33 Odestroyed 
34 0 devoted 
35 .C] disagreeable 
36 discontented 
37 0 discouraged 
38 disgusted 
39 Cj displeased 
40 0 e'nergetic 
41 enraged 
42 enthusiastic 
43 0 fearful 
44 C] fine 
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45 0 fit 
46 a forlorn 
47 a frank 
48 0 free 
49 friendly 
50 f~lghkned 
51 ~ f u r i o w  
52 U ~ Y  
53 0 gentle 
54 0 @ad 
55 0 gloomy 
56' good 
57 fJgoad-turd 
58 0 grim 
59 17 happy 
60 a Realthy 
61 a hopeles8 
62 hostile 
63 ainspatient 
64 0 lnmnsd 
as insli-aat 
66 a ins~ired 
67 OinEer~sted 
6% a irritated 
69 0 jealous 
70 C] joyful 
71 okindly 
72 alonely 
73 0 lost 
74 0 loving 
75 Uloar 
76 0 lyw 
n am 
78 0 mbm 
79 0 meek 
80 C) merry 
81 Dmfld 
82 0 miserablu: 
83 0 nervous 
84 0 obliging 
85 Qoffencid 
86 a outmged 
87 npanicw 
88 Ovtiettt 
89 a m ~ e i ~ l  
90 0 p k U  
91 a @h%w$mt 
@a a w* 
93 0 
w Q w a  
95 0 3?@X%k&8 
9s  0 ~8- 
97 0 rough 
98 d 
99 0 safe 
100 0 s8tisfied 
101 0 secure 
102 0 shaky 
103 0 shy 
104 soothed 
10s steady 
106 stubborn 
107 a stormy 
108 13 strong 
109 Q suffering 
110 0 sdna 
111 a *IW . 
lu a 
1J 
114 a &B&P 
laa 
SliCf 0 krm3ie 
IZV a Urrified 
tw tbughtfnl 
119 a timid 
320 0 tormented 
121 0 understanding 
122 0 unhappy 
123 unsociable 
124 0 upset 
125 vexed 
126 warm 
127 a whole 
128 0 wild 
129 willful 
130 wilted 
131 worrying 
132 0 young 
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I . .  
T F 1. Ihaveagoodappetite. 
T F 2. I am easily awakened by noise. 
My daily l i f e  is full of things that keep 
me interested 
I am about as able to work as I aver -8. 
I am very seldom troubled by constfpation. 
A t  times I fee l  l i k e  swearing. 
I find it hard t o  keep my mind on a task 
or job. 
I seldom worry about my health. 
A t  times I feel l i k e  smashing thi-. 
I have had period8 of days, weeks, o r  aonths 
when I coufdnet c a m  for fhings because I 
couldne t get  going. 
My sleep is fitful and disturbed.  
My judgment is better than i t  ever was. 
I am in just as good physioal health as 
most of my friends. 
I prefer t o  pase by school friends, or 
people I know but have not seen for a long 
time, unless they speak t o  me first. 
I am a good mixer. 
Everything is turning out juglt l i k e  the 
prophet8 of the Bible s a i d  it would. 
I sosletimss keep on at a thing until others 
lose their  patience with me. 
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T F 18. f wish I could be as happy as othera seem 
t o  be. 
T F 19. I sometimes tease animals. 
T F 20.  I am certainly lacking in self-confidence. 
T F 21. I usually fee l  that l i f e  ie warthnbile. 
T F 22. It takes a l o t  of argaement to convince 
most people o f  the truth. 
T F 23. I go t o  church almost every week. 
T F 24. I believe in the second coming of christ. 
T F 25. 1 donet aeem t o  care what happens f o  me. 
T F 26. I am happy most of the time. 
T F 27. f seem to be about as capable and smarf as 
most others around me. 
T F 28. I have never vomited blood or oottghed up 
blood. 
I do not worry about catching dieeases. 
Critioism or scolding hurtane terribly. 
I certainly feel useless at times. 
A t  times 1 feel l i k e  picking a fist fight with 
someone. 
Most nights I go t o  sleep without thoughts 
or ideas bothering me. 
During the past few years I have been well 
most of the ti- 
I have never had a fit  or convulsion. 
I am neither gaining nor losing weight. 
I cry easily. 
I cannot understand what I read as well as I 
used t o  
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39. X have never f e l t  better in my life than I 
do now. 
40. memory seems t o  be all right.  
41. 1 am a f r a i d  of lotring my mind 
42. I f ea l  weak a l l  over much of the time* 
43. Sometimes, when enbrras~sed, f break out in a 
sweat which annoys ae greatly. 
44. I do not have spells of hay fever or asthma. 
45. f enjoy many different kinds of play and 
recreation. 
T F 46. I l i k e  t o  flirt.  
T F 47. f haw, aC times stood in the way of people 
who were trying t o  do something, not because 
i t  amounted t o  much but because of the 
principle of the thing. 
T F 48. I brood a great  deal. 
T F 49. I. drecrm fr~quently rbdut thingrr that are best 
kept t a  o;poelf* 
T F 50. I believe I am no gore ner%ue than most others. 
T F 1 Sometimes, without any reason, or even when 
things are going orrang, f f ee l  exoitedly 
happy, "on top of the world." 
T F 52. I have difficulty in etsrrting t o  do things. 
T F 53. I sweat very easily even on cool days. 
T P 54. When I leave home I do not worry about whether 
the door is racked and the windows closed. 
T F 55. I do not blomr, r person for taking advantage 
of someone who lays himself open t o  it. 
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T F 56. A t  times 1 am f u l l  of energy. 
T F 57. Once in a while I laugh at a dirty  joke. 
T F 58. f am troubled by attacks of nausea and 
vomiting . 
T F 59. I work under a great deal of tension. 
T P 60.  I have periods in which I fee l  unusually 
cheerful without any special reason. 
Statement Requesting Volunteers 
I have been asked by- one of our psychology grad=* 
students t o  requeet volunteers for a research project. 
The project w i l l  involve answering some short question- 
aires, and meeting with some other group members. 
You w i l l  'meet one hour, once per week, for four weeks 
after the groups are arranged. 
(optionalt instructors may at this time offer extra 
credit points for  participation in the 
research). 
fnstrmc tors may now diecues the value of participating 
in research in their own words. 
Ins true tors w i l l  now 8 
1. Aak for a show of hands for those interested 
in volunteering. 
2. Record these persons names. 
3. Give them the date, time, and meeting place f o r  
the first meeting. 
Date Time Place 
Informed Consent 
You w i l l  be involved in m experiment thnt air1 
involve reading ataternents from cards at a cet#Sn 
time each day for a 4 week period. fn additfan w i l l  
meet with a counselor and 1) other group members W 
discuss the procedure. 
I hereby aoknowledge that the procedure I w i l l  
follow is for the purposes of graduate psychology 
research being conducted by Steve Lucks. I agree 
t o  participate in the study with the understanding 
that no participant w i l l  be identified individually 
in any report of the research. 
I hereby aclcnowledge.that .the oounseling is being 
audio-tape recorded and parts of i t  may be reviewed by 
a professional counselor for experimental control 
purposes. The tape will be erased following the 
above validation purposee and my idsntity will remain 
completely anonymous. I underatand that f may request 
the interviewer t o  stop the tape at m y  time. 
I hereby acknowledge that my group's performance 
w i l l  be discussed with my group during the debriefing 
period. I may obtain inform@ttion regarding my o m  
individual performance by requaa ting it of the  
experimenter at the conclusion of the study. 
Participantwo Signature Date 
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Informed Consent 
You w i l l  be involved in an experiment that w i l l  
involvs reading statements from crud8 at a oertain 
tian eroh. day for a 4 reek period, In addition, you 
wiZl rust with a counselor and 4 ether group members 
anoe per week to disousa the prooedure and any other 
concerns you may choose t o  deal wifh. The counsbling 
w i l l .  prooeed in a goup format. The procese may 
include, but not k restrictea to, topics euch aa familyr 
friends, current end pasrt interes te, school adjustment, 
vocational plans and significant frotors in your 
growth and development. This m y  be a unfqucr opportunity 
of exploring these areas during r 45 dnute  oomeeling 
session, and you may find it t o  be a rewarding and 
meaningful experience. If you find this experience 
rewarding and positive then the option of continuation 
can be discussed at a later time. 
CONSENT I 
I hereby acknanrlrdge that the counseling sessions 
in which f am a partieip~~t is t'or benefit of 
graduate pyohologp rclaw~ah being oonduoted by 
Steve Lucks. 1 am that my dfecussione may involve 
matters of a personal n r e  9nd thaf I am under no 
obligation t o  disouee ony partioular topics or t o  
respond to any particular que;artion. 
I hereby acknowledge that the counseling is being 
audio-tape recorded and parts of it may be reviewed 
by a professional counselor for experimental control 
purposes. The tape w i l l  be erased following the above 
validation purposes and my identity w i l l  remain completely 
anonymoue. I understand that f may req'uest the 
interviewer t o  stop the tape at any time. 
I agree t o  participate in the study with the 
understanding that  no participant w i l l  be i d e n t i f i e d  in 
any report of the research. I hereby acknowledge that 
my group's performance will be discussed with rmy group 
during the debriefing period. I msg obtain information 
regarding my own individual performance by rsquesting 
it of the experimenter a t  the conclusion of the study. 
Signature Date 
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Informed Cansent 
I hereby acknowledge that  the procedure I w i l l  
follow is for the purposes of graduate paycholagy 
research Wing conducted by Steve Luoks. I agree t o  
partiotpte  in the etudy with the understanding that 
no parthipant will be identified individually in 
any report of the research. 
f hereby acknowledge that my group's perfomnonce w i l l  
be discussed with my group during the debriefing period. 
I may obtain information regarding my awn indivicfual 
performance by requesting it of the experimenter 
at the conclusion of the study. 
Participant's Signature Date 
February 7, 1978 
Dear volunteers 8 
The initial phase of thfs reaerrch is now oomplated. f 
need t o  meet with aach of you fur 20 minutes on Pr.L&ay, 
March 10, 1978. Four howa (9-12 ) will be rewrvab, 
and you can cheok in a t  your oonvmience. 
The activities during th i s  ~esslfon will consist of: 
1. filling out 2 aali-report queationairea 
2. debriefing of tha purpore of the study 
3. a date w i l l  be pzwvidad f u r  a party tha t  
each of you are invited t o  
4. Jrour name w i l l  bg crhecked so that your 
instructor esn b. notified of your participation 
and thareiom d m  you your well earned credit 
Each of you w i l l  reoaive by mail an abstract of the 
study, including an analysis of  the rasulta. You will 
be sent your copy as soon as the data is tabulate&. 
In addition, the results w i l l  be diecussed in detail 
during the party. 
Dr. Hiett or myself w i l l  call t o  remind each of you 
prior t o  the March 10 meeting. At-ndance of t h i s  
seacrion is critical t o  tho studyos oonclusion, and I 
would greatly appreciate your making a mental note 
of tho day right now. The room w i l l  be announced 
when you receive your phone cal l .  
Thdurking you in advance, 
Steve Lucks 
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Debriefing Meetin5 
Debriefing took place immediately after the 
subjects were followup tested. The experimenter 
explained that there has been disagreement amang thear is t e  ' 
as t o  what form of counseling is most effective in the 
treatment of depreaaion. The experimenter explained 
that there has been disagreement among theorists as 
to what form of counseling is most effective in the 
treatment of depression. The experimenter then explained 
that  he had chosen one approach, delivered under two 
different conditions in order t o  compare the e f f e c t s  o f  
each. Following the above introduction the. experimenter 
briefly described CCT with the relationship condition 
and CCT without the relationship condition. The 
measurement instruments (MAACL anb MMPI ' "D* scale ) 
were also described at this time. 
A f t e r  the subjects were introduced t o  the purpose 
and nature of  tho study the resultsl were discussed and 
explained in  relation to group performance. The 
subjects were reminded that information regarding 
individual performance could be obtained if requeeted. 
This information wae only released privately. 
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The final segment of the debriefing ssesion was 
a question and answer period t o  clarify any questions 
regarding debriefing. The experimenter requeclf ed 
feedback concerning recommendations that  would improve 
the procedure of the study if it were t o  be replicated. 
The session closed with a statement by the experinenter 
expressing his  appreciation for the subjects' time 
and cooperation. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 
1. Carry statement cards and a pen with you wherever you 
are for the following three weeks. 
2. One card in the s tack  should always be blank. 
3. Read a statement of f  of one of the cards 
prior t o  eating anything or using the bathrooa, Do 
not allow yourself t o  ea t  or use the bathroonr until 
you have read the statement. 
4. After reading a card place it on the bottom of the 
pi le .  
5. When you begin t o  read a statement and you find 
the blank card is on top, think, of a new positive 
self-statement and write it down on the blank 
card. Do not allow yourself t o  eat .  or uae the 
bathroom until you have done this .  A f t e r  you 
have have written down the staCement place the 
new card on the bottom. 
6.  .After writing a new statentent on the blank card be 
2;Wure t o  add a new blank card t o  the stack.  
MANUAL OF INSTEUCTIQNS FOR , 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS 
Experimental Group I1 
Seeeion 1 
1,  h he rapist w i l l  sit on %he floor in a circle with a l l  
group membere. He w i l l  introduce himself as 
Rusa Hiett and w i l l  explain that he prefers t o  - 
be called Russ. He w i l l  explain that he is a , 
full time cotm8elor at The Green Home and rill 
briefly discloae how he feels about having that 
position. When he hae f inish&B. fntvu&ucing himself 
he w i l l  ask each @?(rup w ~ m b r  in turn (from 
l e f t  t o  r ight )  t o  introdbee themelves as well. 
The therapi~t  will be narm urd w i l l  freely disclose 
his feelings whenever appropriate. He w i l l  actively 
deal with both h i s  feelings and the eubjecteo 
feelings as opposed t o  content issues, 
2. Therapist w i l l  hand out samlpze self-statements, 
instruction eheete, and blank CCT cards. He w i l l  
spend the next fifteen minutes explaining CCT, 
assisting in the developing of positive self - 
statements, and answering questions r e g d i n g  the 
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procedure. 
a. He w i l l  a s k  each eubject to generate a 
list of h i s  own positive eelfatatrleents 
aeing the eamplacr as a guide. He w i l l  be 
asked to generate l.0 such statements, 
and after they are reviewed by the theropiot 
he w i l l  be asked t o  transfer them onto 
the CCT cards. 
I 
3. When the eubjects have completed this t a s k  the 
therapist w i l l  go f'rom person t o  person and revi6w 
their self-statements. He w i l l  modify any that 
are not appropriate and give feed-& &a t o  how 
they were inappropriate * 
4. The. therapist w i l l  then rals play two situations 
where the subject w i l l  use CCT. The first demon- 
stration w i l l  be a situatfon where a single card 
is read immediately prior t o  eating. The second 
demonstration w i l l  concern the situation where a 
blank card is on the top of the l ist  and the 
subject must generate a new positive self-statement 
and record it on the card. 
5.  The therapiat w i l l  aek if their are any questions 
about the procedure and w i l l  answer them. If 
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these qaes tions are grounded in emotional concerns 
about the procedure, the therapist w i l l  explain 
that he w i l l  provide an opportunity later in the 
session t o  deal with those issues. He w i l l  aleo 
instruct a l l  subjects t o  bring their CCT cards t o  
all further sessions. 
6. A t  this time the therapist rill a s k  the question 
"What concerns would you l i k e  t o  ehare here in the 
group?'. This question is directed a t  the entire 
a. In the event that no one responds after two 
full minutes of silence the therapist anay 
either eelf-diecloae about one of h i s  earlier 
college concerns, or he may instead become 
directive and a s k  a specific person in the 
group what some of h i s  concerns are. In the 
event that these procedures do not manage t o  
open up comunication, the therapist may 
uee h i s  discretion and procede as he fee ls  
best. 
Session 2 
1. The Therapist w i l l  greet each subject informally 
and a s k  them to  #it en the floor with.him. 
2. Therspiat will check with each subject t o  irteuro 
that he i e  eu?ryIng out the CCT procedure aorructly 
and ~ ~ l i a b l y a  . 
a. In .ddif imr the $herapist will hand out the 
o a l f - n p r t  quelrtionaire (see appendix K) . 
This quesffoaaire w i l l  help assess the degree 
to which the subjects are following and main- 
taining the CCT procedure. 
The therapist w i l l  troubleshoot any problems that 
develop with the procedure, and remind each aubject 
that it is important t o  continue the procedure. 
3. The therapist w i l l  open up the scrsaion t o  individual 
concerns, and w i l l  utirirrrs helping s k i l l s  and 
active listening t o  communicate understanding 
and facillitate self-exploration of these concerns. 
_Session 3 
1. Same as eession 2. 
Session 4 
1. The therapist w i l l  greet eaoh subject informally 
and a s k  them t o  e i t  on the f loor with him. 
2. The therapist w i l l  sdminieter the post t e s t  and 
then distribute the self -report quee tionaire . 
3. Therapist w i l l  discuss CCT procedures and problems 
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from the proceeding week. He w i l l  collect all 
subjectse CCT cards. 
4. Therapist w i l l  open session for colmnltnication of 
persona1 concerns. 
5.  A t  40 minutes into the session the thm?@kpist w i l l  
close discussions and give date, t inre,  urd place 
for followup testing and debriefing, and w i l l  
express hie feelings about having been w i t h  fhe 
group for the past 4 sessions. 
6 .  He w i l l  dismiss subjeots. 
9-ny and Rer-fiFictione, 
1. ,The therapist w i l l  run each aresmion in an informal, 
encounter group type format, md w i l l  r igidly 
follow the seesion agenda. 
2. The therapist w i l l  actively l isten,  using the 
helping s k i l l s  (elagathy, genuiness , warmth, respect , 
ooncreteness, confrontation, immediacy, and self- 
disclosure) described and defined by O a ~ d a  (1973). 
These s k i l l s  , w i l l  be utilised when the CCT procedure 
is explained and also when individual concerns are 
dealt with. 
3. The therapist w i l l  allow the sub jeefa t o  deal 
with both CCT procedural problems and individual 
concerns during any of the sessions. 
4. The therapist w i l l  attempt t o  build a therapeutic 
relationship between himself and the subjects, 
and also between each of the subjectsr theamelve8. 
5 .  The therapist w i l l  focus on the feelings o f  the 
group member8  and help them self-explore their 
concerns with the goal of helping the group ~elabers 
more f u l l y  understand themselves. 
6. The therapiet w i l l  be empathic, but w i l l  maintain 
a directive stance when the communi~a%~ions beoome 
tangential and content oriented. He w i l l  use any 
of the helping s k i l l e  to .  redire@% the group member 
back t o  relevant issues. 
7. The therapist will refrain from giving any advice 
what-so-ever when dealing w i t h  a client's concerns 
and feelings. If the group member is generating 
hi8 own alteratives,  the therapist may 
further explore these o ; l k m a t i v e s  with him. 
8. If asked for advice the therapist w i l l  either re- 
direct the question back to the sub ject ,  or he 
may explore the eubjectga need for answers with 
the subject. 
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9. The therapis% w i l l  deal with o ~ ,  grwp nrembeiYs 
concerns at a time. Other group members may inter- 
vene, but the therapist w i l l  maintain control of 
th i s  at all times. In the event the therapist 
wishee t o  prevent a group member fioa intervening 
in an * interaction he may : 
a. a s k  the group member t o  hold h i e  comment8 for 
just a f e w  moments. 
b. he may reach over and touch the person so as 
to indicate t o  hold of f  for a few momente. 
c . he may ask the group member f o re f~a in  from 
intervening very directly. 
10. The therapiaf lsr~r all* oUIes g members t o  add 
feedback, but will immdfately @top destructive 
feedback directed at any member. The below types 
of responses are t o  be emaidered destructive, 
a .  blaming 
be giving advice 
0 .  a isqualifying 
d judging 
8). sarc8sm 
f. depreciating 
g. preaching, morarlising 
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h. defending 
i. interpreting, analyeing, diagnosing 
Experimental Group I 
Session 1 
1. Therapist w i l l  have a l l  subjects sit down in desks  
facing the blackboard* He w i l l  introduce himself 
aar Dr. Russel Hiett and w i l l  neither encourage nor 
discourage anyone from using h i s  f ira t name. He 
w i l l  explain that he is a full time corureelor st 
the Green House and w i l l  briefly darecrf be hie 
duties  without reflecting h i s  feelings concerning 
this position. He w i l l  Wen ca l l  o f f  the names 
of the group member8 mch the way a professor 
would call  names in a classroom. The therapist 
w i l l  not present himself as cold or aloof, but 
w i l l  avoid dealing with feelings. He w i l l  maintain 
a didact ic  format and may appear very formal. 
2. Therapist w i l l  hand oat  sample self-statements, 
inetruction sheets, and blank CCT cards. He w i l l  
epend the next f i i tesn minutes explaining CCT, 
asais ting in the developing of positive self- 
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statements, and answering questions regardfng the 
a, He will a s k  each subject t o  generate r l i r t  of 
h i s  own poeitive self-statements using th. 
samples as.a guide. He w i l l  be asked t o  genmte  
10 such statements, and after they are revim4 
by the therapist he will be asked t o  transfer 
them onto the CCT cards. 
3. When the subjects have completed t h i s  task the 
therapist w i l l  go from person t o  person and review 
their self-statemnta. He w i l l  modify any that 
are not  appropriate and give feedback as t o  how 
they were inappropriate. 
4. The thempiat w i l l  then role play two situations 
where the subject w i l l  use CCT. The frret demonstra- 
tion will be a situation where a single card is 
read immediately p r i o r  t o  eating. The second 
demonstration w i l l  concern the situation where 
a blank card is on the top o f  the list and the 
subject must generate a new positive self-statement 
and record it on the card. 
5 The therapist w i l l  ask if there are any questions 
about the procedure and w i l l  anawer procedural 
queartione only. He w i l l  i n s t m o t  them t o  bring 
the CCT cards t o  a l l  sesrionr. 
6. The therapist w i l l  lecture on the importance 
of =king eating and using the bathroom cansistamtly 
contingent upon reading the CCT statements. 'Phs 
therapist will continue on th i s  subject for the 
P 
remainder o f  the sesaion. He w i l l  then d i smiss  
the subjeota at the end of the 45 minute session. 
Session 2 
1. Therapist w i l l  gree t  each subject formally and 
ask  -them t o  sit dorm at drake. He w i l l  a(p-ia atand 
by the blackboard 
2. The therapist w i l l  check with each subjeot ta  
insure that  he is carrying out the CCT procedure 
oorrectly and.reliably. 
a. In addition, he w i l l  hand out the self-report 
questianaire (eee Appendix K). This questionaire 
w i l l  help assess the degree t o  which the subjects 
are following and main-taining the CCT procedure. 
He w i l l  remind the subjects that it is important t o  
oontinue the procedure. 
3. The therapist will spend the remainder of the 
session di~cussing the GCT procedure as it was 
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experienced by each group member. He w i l l  then 
ask the subject which of those card8 were the 
cards generated during that week. The %herapist w i l l  
provide f eedbrck about the quality of the statements 
and w i l l  make suggestfons for revision if neceesary. 
The therapist w i l l  aak the rsw)$mzt %@ erpSrin any 
d i f f i cu l t i e s  that were encountered in generating 
self -otateraents. The therapla t w i l l  provide 
suggestions if there 4iffSgaaJt rad w i L l  m i s e  
if there was no difficulty. The therapist w i l l  
then ask the subject t o  discuse any difficulties he 
had with the CCT ~ 0 ~ 8 d t W 8  it@elf. For example, 
the therapist w i l l  a s k  r 
a. Did you find i t  inconvenient? 
b. If yes, hqw? 
c. Did your friends notice or comment? 
d. What d id  you do then? 
e. What things d i d  you do t o  help yourself 
remember t o  read the ~Wtemnents? 
The therapist w i l l  l i s ten carefully, but will only 
respond with an understanding smile or laugh. No 
discussion or reflection of feelings w i l l  be 
dealt with. 
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w i l l  move on t o  the other subject8 and w i l l  follow 
the same procedure for each. 
Session 2 
1. Same as session 2. 
Session 4 
1. The therapist w i l l  greet  each sub Sect f o r w l y  and 
a s k  them t o  sit down at desks .  He w i l l  again stand 
by the blaokboarrd. 
2. Therapist w i l l  administer the post tset  and then ' 
distribute the self-report quee tianatre. 
3. Therapist w i l l  discuss CCT procedums and problems 
from the proceeding week (as in sessions 2 and 3 )  
and will collect all subjeets CC? cards. 
4. A t  40 minutes - into the sessian the therapist w i l l  
close discussions and give date, time and place for 
f ollowup testing and debriefing. 
5.  He will dismiss subjects. 
Guidelines and Restrictions 
1. The therapist will run each session in a formal, 
d idact ic  format, and will rigidly  follow the session 
agenda. 
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2. 'Phe therapist w i l l  l i s t en  t o  group members in 
a considerate fashion, but w i l l  avoid sharing hie 
feelings in the sessions. He w i l l  not use the 
listening s k i l l s  to probe for feelings. 
3. The therapist will only allow the subjects t o  deal 
with CCT procedural problems. All attempts by 
subjects t o  deal with their own concerns or problem 
will be dealt with in one of the following ways8 
a. direct explanation that for the purposes of t h i s  
study these issuea cannot be dealt with at thie 
time. 
b. therapist can give an immediate behavioral 
solution. A solution that is confant oriented 
and which avoids the exploration of feelings, 
subject a I ' m  frustrated becauee I forget t o  
brine; ary CCT cards with me when 
f eat. 
therapist, What you need t o  do is carry them 
with youat a times. Try 
wearing a sh Pa rt with a pocket 
so that you can be sure to do 
that. fi that doesn8twork, keep 
a blank card at your table so that 
it w i l l  remind .you. 
4. The therapist w i l l  remain formal and will not 
attempt t o  create a relationship between himself and 
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The therapist w i l l  focus on content issues and 
"q- -c .+ 
rill remain task oriented. * Fc - -  
.*<$ y$ffn -" L?% ,.$" 
The therapist w i l l  be attentive, and directive-';.<:$@ 
! :&:Av* 
L- :,,-= -4 . <; <&* + 
. 4ufl*d 
at a l l  tiares. He w i l l  not allow the discuasionp-;;~@g ;-I 2:=.-. 7 
e,q; rF& ;-@ w-? L*:+<> : t o  became tangential and o f f  t a s k .  - ji@ ,- L.ermp+F+$ ,9.:i~.3 
C L- :>;:- ..Lql;:&.. 7 33 The therapist w i l l  give behavioral advice frqeiy sy :--.-. kyz::~;c;3 - -. --It.$+ 
-*A;; .T.- -- .t& A? 3.L: 
.+? - , ;:#-<r;2 in an attempt t o  ass is t  the subjects in fa1lowing:~;-~2-z; -7a-!k .?j 
L\-, :-
the CCT program. He w i l l  allow group members $$@+ $3 
t o  develop their  awn alternatives and solutions 
if they choose t o  do so. 
8. If mked far advice on procedural problem hs 
w i l l  give it freely. He w i L 1  await! rrqwa$rr for 
advice concerning, personal problem#. He m y  state  
quite clearly fhat '*fez tho purposas of this 
research, these iasues onnnst be disclussed. " 
9.  The therapist w i l l  not allow other group members 
to intervene if he finds them encouraging a group 
member to deal with feelinge and personal problems. 
10. The therapist may allow other group members to  
add feedback, but w i l l  not allow any member t o  
respond des truo t ive ly  . The below typee of responess 
are t o  be. considered des true tive . 
a . blaming 
be disqualifying 
C .  sarcasm 
d.  depreciating 
e. defending 
f. I interpreting, analyzing, diagnosing 
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Self -Report Quea t ionaha  
NAIM& 8 
(please print) 
DATE r 
1. What is the t o t a l  number of statement cards in 
your s tack? 
2. Approximately how many times are you eating 
per '3w3 ,-, 
3. Appp.~xi=tely how ti- am# jtou using the 
bathroom per day? - 
4. How reliably *rs you mading %he sWtement cards? 
- a. almp read carde 
- b. u&aally read cardo 
- c ,  soaetims read carder 
- d.  never read cards 
5 .  Do you know the other memb~rs in your group? 
APPENDIX L 
Forty Sample Positive Self -Stateaaents 
1. 1 am a kind person. 
2. I am assertive. 
3. I try my beet in school. 
4, I am a goad friend t o  others 
5.  I am a good athlete. 
6 ,  1 have raany good friends, 
7. I'm a considerate person. 
8. I am a hard worker. 
9. I ' m  good at motivating others. 
10. . I 'm a good leader. 
11, I can W- ' l & ~ L l r  
12. fern a g o d  cook. 
13. I ' m  a goad drivbr. 
14. I ' m  a happy peraon. 
15. Although not perfect I q m  working on improving - 
16. I'm good at working with  my hands. 
17. I have a good complexiona 
18. I have pretty eyes. 
19. fern thrifty and handle money w e l l .  
20, f have pretty hair.  
21. I am a good conversationalist. 
22. I have good taste and buy things that  are nice. 
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23. I am quiet and thoughtful and can therefore 
appreciate experiences . 
24. 1 9 m  resourceful. 
tender person 
/' S' ,w 7--,-.. . ;y,: .+..7..>;.ywq ..,: 
:;-:.;<:.-',.?;:,; ..-. - :,;. ;:,>,. .,: , -  
.. 
26. I'm C O U ~ ~ ~ O U ~ .  
27. I am best at 
28. I want t o  be noticed far my and am working 
towards achieving t h i s  . 
29. I am an intelligent person. 
30. I am a responsible person. 
31. 1 9 m  good at my job. 
32, I 'm lonely but that csm be si stfsngth fcr m~ right 
now, and f aa 1. fo r p p a i a t t s  ehtr 
33. I 'm iearning t o  rei-n q fsapr beoouee I choose t o  
do that. 
34. I ' m  accepted by lots of people and that's really 
neat. 
35. I'm good at making people laugh. 
36 When I really think about it, I really have a lot 
&ing for me.  
37. I ' m  the kind of' person who does not care about money, 
but instead places value on other things such as 
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